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EDITORIAL
method--most particularly as the founding of this republic it
transmitted by Gottfried Wilhelm was not possible for a villain such
Leibniz--lacked su_cient aware- asJefferson to credibly appropriate
hess of its own epistemological title to Plato's method. The foun-
foundation. How otherwise ex- ders of our nation and of the So-

plain the Marquis de Lafayette's ciety of Cincinnatus were avowed
susceptibility to the Jacobin Neoplatonists acquainted with
promptings of the treasonous Plato's work in the original
Thomas Jefferson? Greek. (The evil BenjaminJowett

Plato's Academy was first and published the first complete Eng-
foremost a political organization lish-language mistranslations of
whose aim was to establish repub- the dialogues in the nineteenth
lics throughout what was then the century, in order to make frauds
known world. Most specifically, like Wells's possible.) Jefferson,
we know of such an attempt therefore, for once honest, openly
failed--in Syracuse in which Plato opposed the teaching of Plato.
was directly involved, and of his The issue is posed thus. Only
role in the glorious campaigns of an educated elite is fit to rule a
the city-builder Alexander. As nation. To them are committed
LaRouche says, it is only by its not only the existing citizenry but
footprints that we now know the the future posterity of the repub-
Academy. Even so, it is the Pla- lic. They must rule on behalf of
tonic method, the hypothesis of that present and future citizenry
the higher hypothesis, which has by promoting the development
shaped the humanist movement and application of science so as to
from that day to this. And Plato raise the majority from the bestial-

r3emocra himself, inthe Timaeusandassoci- ity of forced manual labor.
.l.....,f _JV ated Critias dialogues, locates this Through the widest possible

Republicor same method as the guiding prin- spread of educaton, they must de-, ciple of an Atlantan civilization velop this majority to a level at
extending back more than nine which they too become elite. Thus

The International Caucus of millennia before the time of his Hamilton explicitly premises the
Labor Committees inaugu- writing. American republic not on back-

rated the new decade by holding ward pick-and-shovel frontier la-
its first delegated conference in What is the Republic? bor, but on a developing force of
Detroit at the turn of the year. Herbert George Wells, one of the skilled labor; this is the thinking
This was an event of outstanding evil architects of the Nazi move- that guides his Report on Manufac-
international importance, ment, lays claim to the Platonic tures. It is in response to this that

As Lyndon H. LaRouche method in his Experiment in Auto- printers and other skilled workers
notes in "What Are the Labor biography. Writing in 1933, he de- at the turn of the nineteenth cen-
Committees Today?" which ap- scribes his adolescent outlook as tury demand a shorter work day
pears in this issue of The Cam- precisely that of Adolf Hitler-- so that they can befit to "assumethe
paigner, the ICLC can most prop- and then has the temerity to asso- duties of citizenship, by having the
erly be compared with the Society ciate this with Plato's Republic. His leisure necessary to study questions
of Cincinnatus founded in 1783 by argument is similar to that of the of public policy.
Baron von Steuben, George slanderer I.F. Stone, who accuses Jefferson, like Wells after him,
Washington, and the Marquis de Plato of being an apologist for was an ideologue of oligarchy.
Lafayette, or directly to the Acad- oligarchical rule against the de- Unlike Washington, he never
emy of Plato. The comparison to mocracy, broke from the class of Virginia
Plato's Academy is perhaps more Ironically, the issue is the same planters into which he was born.
accurate. For the Cincinnatus So- over which Alexander Hamilton Wells, the son of servants, likewise

ciety, a military and scientific as- battled even to death with "dem- attached himself to the British ar-
sociation based upon Neoplatonic ocrat" Thomas Jefferson. But at istocracy, albeit with the bitterness
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of his previous deprivations. Both Anno Hellenbroich of the gether the European forces of a
deliberately sought to use the de- ICLC's European executive led new Alexander's army. Similarly
mocracy as a battering ram with one session of the discussion on with the victory against terrorist
which the oligarchical elite could education, in which he demon- forces in Italy, where a series of
destroy industrial capitalism. The strated how children of ICLC Italian judges were able to accom-
mob, in Jefferson's day known as members are already being taught plish the arrest of leading control-
the mobile crowd, was the tool of the rudiments of compositional lers of the terrorist murderers of
these men. Today Zbigniew Brze- method. He illustrated the devel- former Italian prime minister Aldo
zinski is a true successor to Thomas opment of hypothesis in Beetho- Moro. Here again the LaRouche
Jefferson, as he seeks to hold this ven's Choral Fantasy, which he also method was key. Terrorism can-
nation hostage to the Ayatollah conducted at the opening of the not be defeated simply by looking
Khomeini whom he helped im- conference and again at the close for evidence on the streets, at the
pose on Iran. Democracy to these of the New Year's Eve concert, scene of the crime. It is not the
men is a cynical fraud. Most striking, the orchestra itself terrorist zombie who is important;

included some ICLC members he is easily replaced. The judges
A Democratic Republic who had had only minimal train- were successful only when they
The ICLC is the matured expres- ing. Naturally this was reflected in accepted the need to look for the
sion of Plato's purpose. The span certain weaknesses of perform- higher hypothesis: who, after all,
of its activities and purposes were ance, yet the accomplishment was benefits from terrorism? Who are
reflected in the conference itself, astounding. Hellenbroich is now the oligarchs and who are their
In his keynote address LaRouche, in Chicago extending the same agents who seek to destroy the
now a Democratic Pa_ty candi- principle to form an orchestra to republican tendencies in Italy by
date for President, described his be composed of professionals and unleashing mob violence?
role as like that of Alexander: to amateurs, which will realize a de- But it was Helga Zepp-La-
weld a political machine that, like finitive performance of the works Rouche's statement for the execu-
Alexander's army, draws to it of Beethoven. Thus the confer- tive asa whole that epitomized the
those forces who want to win and ence itself accomplished a crucial purpose of the conference. Bring-
compels them to do good. The experiment. In Hellenbroich's ing before the American audience
conference as a whole represented words, it will be possible by the the immortal work of the great
LaRouche's method and inspira- close of 1980 to bring a "musical German poet and playwright
tion to do just that. system" to the United States. Friedrich Schiller, known to most

How is this republic to main- Once again, in every city and people in this country through the
tain itself when in some eighth- hamlet we will make music. Ode to Joy in Beethoven's Ninth
grade classes as many as half the Symphony, she declared the 1980s
children are regular drug users? A Schiller Decade to be again a Schiller decade.
An entire day of the conference The leadership of the International Friedrich Schiller was the beloved
was dedicated to the education of Caucus of Labor Committees is a poet of the American revolution,
children. And not merely as a fused body, half of whom have she said. And it is the poetic prin-
counterweight to the poverty and been operating in Europe and the ciple alone which allows the hu-
worse of schooling today. A dem- rest here in the United States. The man mind to attain a quality of
ocratic republic must bring its panel by the European members thought corresponding to Plato's
children to the level that is now was another high point of the con- conception of the higher hypoth-
looked on as genius. We must ference. Led by the chairman of esis, which is, in turn, the sole
have children who not only glory the European Labor Party, Helga concept adequate to the universe's
in the music of Beethoven, Moz- Zepp-LaRouche, it made sensuous lawfulness.
art, and Bach--we must have for those present how LaRouche's If this is to be a democratic
more music, more Beethovens. program to establish an Interna- republic, if we are to pay our debt
Each session began with the per- tional Development Bank had to the posterity made possible by
formance of music, and the con- been crystalized in the formation the dedication of Plato's Acad-
ference ended on New Year's Eve of the European Monetary System emy, by the founders of this nation
with a four-hour concert that con- largely through the activities of who established the Society of
tinued informally into the early the European leadership present, Cincinnatus, then we must make
hours of the morning, who had worked to gather to- the 1980s a Schiller decade.
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A Federalist cartoonof 1800.

THE
TREACHERYov

......'THOMAS JEFFERSON
BY DONALD PHAU

If Thomas Jefferson were alive today, there is little doubt that
he would be supporting the call by Governor Jerry Brown
and Senator Ted Kennedy for a second Constitutional Con-
vention. He might, however, complain that it was two
centuries late.

For not quite two hundred years ago, Jefferson joined
forces with a group of Southern oligarchs who were collabo-
rating with England's Lord Shelburne to destroy the Consti-
tution that had been voted up at Independence Hall in
Philadelphia on September 17, 1787.Jefferson rejected the idea
of an American republic, and instead favored a loose alliance

•_, of states through which the absolute hegemony of the British-
dominated Southern aristocracy would be maintained. Like
Kennedy and Brown today, the Jeffersonians called for a
second Constitutional Convention to "amend" the original.

Jefferson today would also be found supporting the Iranian
revolution of Ayatollah. Khomeini. In 1790 he supported a
similarly British-controlled insurrection in France, and justi-
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fled the Jacobin bloodletting of the scientific and ilton is probably one of the most written-about
industrial hope of the French nation with the slogan subjects in American history. "The man of the peo-
"Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God." When he plc" versus "the man of big business," "the simple
helped spread the insurrection to America, he likewise man" versus "the elitist intellectual"--volume after
commented on Shay's Rebellion, which nearly rent volume tells and retells this utterly fraudulent story.
the new American republic, "I like a little rebellion What is proposed here is to restore Hamilton to
now and then. It's like a storm in the atmosphere . his rightful place as one of the greatest of his nation's
the tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time founding fathers, and to relegate Jefferson to his,

'. with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It's its natural alongside Benedict Arnold, Aaron Burr, and other
manure." Would the mad Khomeini say it differently enemies of the republic. The task is crucial if the
were he alive in Jefferson's time? American people is to understand its true heritage,

The Jacobin Terror that Jefferson so fondly one based on the humanist doctrines of Plato, Dante,
praised collapsed the "Grand Design" plan which and Leibniz. The myth of Jeffersonian democracy,
Benjamin Franklin, the Marquis de Lafayette, and which is capable of rallying conservatives and liberals
Alexander Hamilton had fought for since the creation alike to the banner of a "people's movement" against
of the American republic in 1782. Based on the efforts "big government" or "big business," must be ex-
of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz a century earlier, the posed. Jeffersonian democracy is nothing but Marat's
plan sought a strong U.S.-French republican alliance Jacobinism, Hitler's Nazism, Ayatollah Khomeini's
as a launching point for the spread of humanist fundamentalism. It is fascism in red, white, and blue
republics across Europe. The Dark Age triumvirate garb.
of Shelburne in England, Jacques Necker in France, In Hamilton's words, the time has come for
and Jefferson in the United States succeeded in crush- Jefferson's "secret" to be revealed, "when characters
ing that humanist alliance, studious of artful disguises are unveiled."

Jefferson's role in the destabilization of France
was only one side of his treachery. He was also the The Plan that Jefferson Destroyed
founder of rabble-rousing "partisan politics," and of Thomas Jefferson's treacherous role only became a
press manipulation of the electorate on a mass scale, factor in influencing the outcome of world events a
He was the creator of the basis for Andrew Jackson's number of years after the end of the American War
election, and with it the annihilation of Hamilton's of Independence. As will shortly be demonstrated,
dirigist economic policies. Indeed, it was Jefferson Jefferson came on the scene in order to disrupt a
who in 1797 wrote the "states' rights" Kentucky growing alliance between humanist forces in France
Resolutions, which were effectively the Constitution and the United States who had begun to build on '
of the Southern Confederacy. Thus Jefferson can their successful defeat of the oligarchic headquarters
properly be called the founding father of the Southern of Great Britain by dedicating themselves to the joint
Confederacy and the Civil War. effort of fostering trade, industry, and science.

Jefferson was not just trying to pragmatically While Jefferson sat out the war on his plantation,
protect the privileges of the Southern oligarchy. His the Treaty of Paris was signed by Great Britain and
explicit purpose was to eradicate the Platonic repub- America, formally establishing the peace and with it
lican foundations of the new nation. As was expressed recognition of the sovereignty of the new American
most eloquently by George Washington's chief aide republic. The signing marked the first time in history
and the first treasury secretary, Alexander Hamilton, that a nation had been established as the deliberate
in the Federalist papers, the United States was dedi- work of an international humanist conspiracy. Plato's
cated to a standard of virtue, the rule of reason, in Republic, Machiavelli's De Monarchia, and Leibniz's
politics, regardless of what the temporary whim of writings on politics had all envisioned the creation of
the population might be. Jefferson, soon joined by his such a republic: in 1782 it became a reality.
close friend James Madison, used this to open a A republican France was to be the next step in
scurrilous attack on Hamilton, branding him a mon- this "Grand Design." The industrial further devel-
archist--a lie equating Platonic standards of virtue opment of that nation depended on opposing the
with tyranny which continues to be used even today, plans of the oligarchic forces centered in London to

For the past two hundred years historians have, make France a decentralized, agrarian pawn. At the
with few exceptions, concealed Jefferson's traitorous same time, the United States needed a strong alliance
role. The "titanic battle" between Jefferson and Ham- with a positively oriented France to make possible the

I ii
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ALLIANCE AGAINST B RITAIN

A British cartoon of 1781 insists that Britain (thefigure at left) can withstand the alliance of America (the Indian maiden),
France, Spain, and the Dutch. The caption predicts "Th 'Americans too will with Britons unite, And each to the other be

mutual delight."

fullest rcalization of the newborn republic's promise, ette wrote in a memorandum coauthored by Franklin
and the destruction of the British oligarchy's power, and circulated to all the French ministries on his

Thus, immediately after the peace was declared, return to France after the American Revolution. The
the young Revolutionary War hero General Lafayette memorandum outlined the steps that would be essen-
joined Benjamin Franklin in Paris to take on the role tial to forge a solid French trade alliance with the
of unofficial French-U.S. trade representative. For United Statcs, an alliance that would foster rapid
centuries, Great Britain, because of its strong navy, industrial and agricultural growth in both countries.
acted as the central clearinghouse for all western The Lafayette-Franklin memorandum continued:
trade. While other nations were forced to remain in

the state of rural backwardness, Britain was the sole In trading with the United States, we shall derive
processor of their raw materials. The American Rev- a great advantage from the war, our expenditures,
olution now made it possible to break this strangle- and the Revolution .... After long reflection on
hold. the common interests and on the particular dis-

"Now is the time to finish off England," Lafay- position of our allies, I am convinced of two

--I I
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truths which my duty as a citizen obliges me to
submit to you. The first is that it is up to us to get
almost all the American trade. The second is that

by our shackles upon commerce we are in immi-
nent danger of losing the largest share of it ....
Having acquired the right to reflect upon the
interests of France and America, I am unhappy to
think that in repelling their trade rather than
attracting it, we shall help the English much more
then they can help themselves?

In a separate letter to one of the French ministers,
Lafayette explained a triangular trade arrangement
that would be beneficial to"France, her West Indies
colonies, and the United States.

Whatever we import from the U.S., we could
export more, producing a surplus. This would be
made up by U.S. trade to the colonies. This
would be an advantage to the [French] colonies
and would be an alternative to a black market)

In the United States, meanwhile, Alexander

Hamilton and George Washington, in collaboration
with Lafayette, were setting about the task ofreplac- LAFAYETTE AND THE AMERICANS
ing the Articles of Confederation, under which This engraving shows Marquis de Lafayette (left) being
America remained a collection of competing states, introduced to American envoy Silas Deane, one of
with a plan for a strong central government. This Benjamin Franklin's colleagues, in Paris.
new government would then be able to guarantee
repayment of the foreign debt, a condition vital for
the success of any large-scale trade pacts. A centralized be strongly bound to each other we have to fear
government would also end the anarchy of separate from the British and indeed from European poli-
state-by-state tariffs and imposts that had stood in the tics. There ought to be delegates from each state
way of previous trade deals. As early as 1780, during and perhaps some officers among them, one of

the Revolution, Hamilton outlined a proposal for the whom I would be happy to be, who towards next
new government to set up an "American Bank" to fall would meet together.., under the presidence
encourage the growth of trade and manufactures, of GeneralWashington?
Throughout that decade Hamilton, Washington, and
Franklin struggled to establish a new constitution to Lafayette repeated his call for a Constitutional Con-
realize this goal. And Lafayette sent letter after letter vention many times. In 1786 he was still writing to
to his American: allies telling of the growing support Washington:
among the French for a new U.S. Constitution.

In February 1783, four years before the U.S. By their conduct in the Revolution, the
Constitution was voted up, Lafayette wrote what he citizens of America have commanded the respect
called a "most private letter" to Washington. of the world, but it grieves me to think they will,

in measure, lose it unless they strengthen the
As public affairs have the first place with me, let Confederation, give powers to regulate trade,
me tell you that our Articles of Confederation pay off their debt, at least the interest of it, and
ought to be revised and measures taken to imme- establish a well-regulated militia. 4
diately invigorate the Continental Union. De-
pend upon it that there lies the danger for Amer- Throughout the 1780s, Washington, Lafayette,
ica. The last stroke is wanting and unless the states and Hamilton's efforts were spread through a tight-

I i
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knit international network of republican leaders, who for being pro-American derived from his disagree-
had banded together immediately after the American ment with British Prime Minister Lord North's use of
Revolution to form the Society of Cincinnatus. With military force to combat the republican movement.
Washington its president in the United States and Shelburne, known as the "Jesuit of Berkeley Square,"
Lafayette its head in France, the Society aimed to instead favored the weapon ofdestabilization, such as
cxtend the U.S.-French alliance in order to establish the deployment of the Jacobin mobs in France, to
humanist republics throughout the world. Jefferson guarantee continued British supremacy. He believed
waged a campaign of slander against the Society, that any nation could be controlled by manipulation,
accusing it of being a pro-British clique seeking to carried out by well-placed agents within the govern-
establish military dictatorships. The Society survived ment and by the judicious use of mob terror. His
despite Jefferson's unavailing efforts to force the with- disagreement with Britain's use of force in North
drawal of Hamilton and Washington, but he and his America had been proven correct by Washington's
allies were far more successful in France in isolating victory, and he replaced North as prime minister in
Society members there, many of whom were subse- 1781, to prevent a similar republican success in France.
quently assassinated in the Terror. Shelburne's method was applied to France to the

But the transatlantic conspiracy's efforts bore fruit fullest. The conditions for the overthrow of central-
when Washington was elected America's first Presi- ized government in France, and with it the French
dent in 1788. The Constitution that Lafayette and industrial challenge, had been created with the sign-
Washington had fought for had been passed a year ing of the Eden Treaty between France and Great
earlier, providing the framework for the economic Britain in 1786. The treaty soon destroyed France as
and political development of the world's firsthuman- a growing industrial power by establishing "free
ist republic in alliance with other sovereign nations, trade" between the two countries. The purpose be-

Yet already by that time there remained little came clear when Britain immediately used the oppor-
chance for France to carry through with the alliance, tunity to massively dump its goods on the French
Most of the French nobility favoring the "Grand market, thereby underselling French domestic goods.
Design" had already been removed from power. By 1789 France's economy was so weakened that
Lafayette found himself torn between the nobility shortages of necessities, including food, were wide-
and the new power of the Third Estate, claiming to spread.
represent "the people." Within a few years the To further undermine France, in 1787 Shelburne
Jacobins, the creation of Lord Shelburne and his chief enlisted Bentham, his chief propagandist, to form a
idcologue, Jeremy Bentham, were tearing apart the team of writers called the "Radical Writers Work-
fabric of French society. Those members of the French shop." Working out of the basement of Shelburne's
nobility who had organized support for the American estate, Bentham's team wrote and translated articles,
Revolution were hunted down and murdered in the programs, and speeches that appeared in both the left-
streets by the mob. The Duc de la Rochefoucauld, a wing Jacobin press headed up by Marat and the right-
member of the Society of Cincinnatus and a follower wing, monarchist press of Mirabeau. Central to the
of Colbert's economic policies of nation-building operation was Shelburne's long-time collaborator,
who had worked closely with Lafayette, was mur- the Duc d'Orleans, who was the financial backer of
dered, thrown down a flight of stairs while his family the supposedly antiaristocratic Jacobin movement. It
watched in horror. Bailly, a noted scientist and was the Duc D'Orleans's paid agent GeorgesJacques
astronomer, was hanged from a lamp post. In June Danton who, with Orleans guns and money, orga-
1792 Lafayette fled after being charged with planning nized and armed the mob that stormed the Bastille. s
a monarchist coup, and barely escaped the guillotine, Jefferson, who arrived in France in 1784 as U.S.
only to be captured soon afterward and held in an trade commissioner, soon linked up with Shelburne's
Austrian prison for the next five years at the orders of agents. By the spring of 1785Jefferson was promoted
Shelburne's prot6g6, British Prime Minister Pitt. to the post of U.S. minister (ambassador) to France,

The Jacobin leaders took their marching orders replacing Franklin, who returned to America because
from London, from Lord Shelburne and Bentham. of ill health. Jefferson's official mission--to continue
Shelburne was the doyen of a global "black intelli- Franklin's work in cementing the anti-British trade
gence" apparat that infiltrated every level of govern- and political alliance--not surprisingly failed misera-
ment and society, and waged an undeclared war bly. Instead he used his position as the official repre-
against every republican movement. His reputation sentative of American policy in France to win Lafay-

/
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ette's trust, and became his closest adviser, in the bench, or twirling a distaff. Carpenters, masons,
interest of quite opposite policies, smiths, are wanting in husbandry, but, for the

general operations of manufacture, let our work-
Who Is Thomas Jefferson Really? shopsremainin Europe.It is better to carry provi-
Jefferson's positive reputation in France was based sions and materials to workmen there, than bring
first and foremost on his fame as the author of the them to the provisions and materials, and with
Declaration of Independence, a document that was in them their manners and principles. The loss by
fact severely edited by Benjamin Franklin and his transportaion of commodities across the Atlantic
circle. Jefferson's dedication to the rights of man, will be made up in happiness and permanence of
including his stand on slavery, had become much government. The mobs of great cities add just so
praised among the international humanist circles who much to the support of pure government, as sores
were determined to break British rule. If these hu- do to the strength of the human body. It is the
manists had been more familiar with the entirety of manners and spirit of a people which preserve a
Jefferson's philosophical and economic approach, republic in vigour. A degeneracy in these is a
they would have realized that his liberality on such canker which soon eats to the heart of its laws and
questions as slavery was the moral equivalent in his constitution.6
mind to preaching kindness to animals.

Jefferson's one and only book, Notes on the State of Recognizing that here was an important tool
Virginia, provides sufficient evidence to prove that, against America's proindustrial Hamiltoniancurrents,
the Declaration of Independence notwithstanding, the British had the Notes translated and circulated
Jefferson's outlook was totally consistent with the throughout Europe.
anti-industrial viewpoint of the liberal British oligar- Jefferson's love for the "earth laborer," his "cho-
chy against which the Revolution was fought. Com- sen people," made him right at home with the French
posed during 1781, while Jefferson was relaxing on Physiocrats during his sojourn in Paris, for they
his plantation during some of the fiercest battles of the agreed that only agriculture, and not industry as well,
Revolution, the Notes echoes Adam Smith's Wealth of was productive. Upon arriving in the French capital
Nations in its vicious polemic against the industriali- in 1785, Jefferson immediately struck up friendships
zation of America and its glorification of rural back- with the son of Quesnay, Volney, J.B. Say, Brissot de
wardness. Warville, Auguste Comte, Destutt de Tracy, and the

The book is in the form of an Aristotelian list of Abb6 Morellet, a close friend of Shelburne, to name
nearly every species, every obscure classification of but a few of the luminaries in the Physiocratic circle.
bird, flower, plant, and tree in the state of Virginia. Through this same circle the feudalist Jesuits were
Each mountain, lake, and stream is named as well. regaining their influence after being thrown out of
But the section on "Manufactures" bares Jefferson's France a quarter of a century earlier.
commitment to the British aristocracy's goal: the Even after Jefferson left France, and later after he
global spread of what is today called zero growth, became President, he remained in close contact with

these networks. In January 1804 J.B. Say sent then
In Europe the lands are either cultivated, or President Jefferson his new book, to which Jefferson
locked up against the cultivator. Manufacture replied by praising it and thanking Say for leading
must therefore be resorted to of necessity, not of him "to the perusal of Malthus' work on population,
choice, to support the surplusof their people. But a work of sound logic, in which some of the opinions
we have an immensity of land courting the of Adam Smith, as well as of the economists, are ably
industry of the husbandman. It is best then that all examined." Malthus's works provided the pseudos-
our citizens should be employed in its improve- cientific foundation for the spread of the "back to the
ment, or that one half should be called off from land" cults promoted by the Jesuits in particular.
that to exercise manufactures and handicraft arts Today Malthus's work is still used to justify an end to
for the other? Those who labor in the earth are progress and to the most developed expression of
the chosen people of God, if ever he had a chosen progress, the spread of nuclear power.
people, whose breasts he has made his peculiar Jefferson's public policy toward trade was totally
deposit for substantial and genuine virtue ... in line with the "free trade" policies of Adam Smith.

While we have land to labour then, let us In his Notes on the State of Virginia he wrote, "Our
never wish to seeour citizens occupied at a work- interest is to throw open the doors of commerce, and
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to knock offall its shackles, giving perfect freedom to to practice neither commerce nor navigation," he
all persons for the vent of whatever they may choose wrote, "but to stand with respect to Europe precisely
to bring onto our ports; and asking the same in on the footing of China. We should thus avoid wars,_
theirs. ,,7 This policy, if implemented, would have and all our citizens would be husbandmen. ,,9
destroyed U.S. development in short order. Britain Jefferson's role as both a revolutionary and an
would have used the United States as a dumping ideologue of precisely the colonial strategy Britain
ground for its goods, wiping out fledgling U.S. sought to maintain in its American colony was in line
industries, just as it did to France through the Eden with his personal and political background. He was a
Treaty. It is for this reason that Hamilton, on becom- member of the Virginia elite, the son of a wealthy
ing secretary of the treasury in 1789, set up a system of plantation owner whose family traced itself back to _._
tariffs to protect key U.S. industries which would the English landed aristocracy. He was brought up to
have been quickly destroyed if forced to compete become head of one of the small group of families
with British production while still in their infancy. 8 that governed the-state.

Privately, Jefferson revealed more evil designs: But unlike George Washington and John Mar-
his wish that there be absolutely no trade, and no shall, who both enjoyed somewhat similar back-
development. In this light he truly deserves to be grounds, Jefferson maintained a commitment to the
called the first American Maoist. "Were I to indulge life of a dilettante "gentleman" and to the preserva-
my own theory I should wish them [the Americans] tion of the plantation system. Washington and Mar-

THE CINCINNATI

One of the originalmembershipcertificatesof the Society of Cincinnatus, signedby Washington aspresident of the Society.
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THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

This depictionof the draftingof the Declarationshows Ben Franklin (center, standing) with afirm grip on the document;
ThomasJefferson (left) looksdecidedlyunhappy.

shall's commitment to industrialization ran smack up By the time Jefferson entered Virginia's ruling
against the ruralist opposition of both the large and body, the House of Burgesses, in 1769, he had,
small landholders of Virginia, particularly the liberal through marriage, become lord over a plantation of
Jefferson, who was key in ensuring that Virginia 50,000 acres and 200 slaves, one of the largest in the
stayed in the hands of the oligarchy, as against the state. As a young member of the House of Burgesses
city-builders' vision of an industrialized, urbanized he became, like his father before him, a member of a
South. body that was more akin to a tobacco planters' club

Educated at the Anglican stronghold of William or a family gathering than a legislature.
and Mary College,Jefferson developed a love for the The House of Burgesses represented an oligarhcy
darlings of the British Royal Society, the same men that saw itself as a partner of the English Parliament
who waged a life-long campaign to stamp out the and the last word in Virginia. Yet these same planters
heritage of Plato and Leibniz on which America had were being strangled by their ever-growing debt to
been founded. These were Francis Bacon,John Locke, British merchants, making their plantations less and
and Isaac Newton, "the three greatest men that ever less profitable. At the time of the American Revolu-
lived" according to Jefferson. tion Jefferson estimated that the planters were some
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$2 to $3 million in debt to British merchants. "The neage to twelth-century England, and R.H. Lee's
advantages made by the British merchants, on the great-grandfather had remained a steadfast supporter
tobacco assigned to them, were so enormous that they of the Stuarts even after James II's abdication. The
spared no means of increasing their consignments," heritage of the Lees' support of the Stuarts, histori-
he wrote, cally the tradition of what might be called the Jacobin

faction in the British oligarchy, perhaps explains
A powerful engine for this purpose was the Arthur Lee's close association with Lord Shelburne.
giving of good prices and credit to the planter, Arthur Lee attended Eton and graduated from the
till they got more immersed in debt than he could University of Edinburgh, where he was taught by
pay, without selling his lands and slaves. Then members of Shelburne's Oyster Club, including Du-
they reduced the price given for the tobacco, so gald Stewart, who as we shall see later became one of
that let his shipment be ever so great, and his Jefferson's intimates.
demands of necessaries ever so economical, they When the American Revolution began, the Con-
never permitted him to clear off his debt. These tinental Congress appointed Arthur Lee an American
debts have become hereditary from father to son, commissioner to the French court. Lee, who had been
for many generations, so that the planters were a practicing law in London, where he had become a
species of property, annexed to certain mercantile fellow of the British Royal Society, departed for Paris
houses in London.'" to join Benjamin Franklin and America's other com-

missioner, Silas Deane. While living in England, Lee
It is therefore no accident that the Virginia elite had spent many days as a house guest at Lord Shel-

was the first to rebel when Great Britain's policy of burne's estate, Bowood, where he was groomed as a
increased taxation of the colonies took effect. At the top agent for the British inside the new republic.
age of twenty-one Jefferson observed the House of Richard Henry Lee later wrote unabashedly of
Burgesses debate on the Parliament's new taxes, and his brother Arthur's association with Lord Shelburne:
heard Patrick Henry's famous speech: "If this be
treason, make the most of it. " Soon afterward, when It may be proper to mention that Mr. Lee for
Jefli:rson joined the House, he became a leader of the several years before he left England had enjoyed
"young rebel" faction, together with Patrick Henry the friendship of the estimable nobleman [Lord
and Richfird Henry Lee. It was this rebel faction that Shelburne], one of the earliest and steadiest
spearheaded the move to break from Britain. friends of the colonies among the English politi-

Jefferson became internationally known as the cians and ministers. They continued to corre-
author of the Declaration of Independence adopted spond long after the war between their respective
on July 4, 1776. He won the appointment to write the nations had ceased, and the independence of the
draft because he was a member of the Virginia United States had been acknowledged by Britain
delegation to the Continental Congress, and it was . .. the letters of Lord Shelburne to Mr. Lee on
the Virginians who introduced the resolution calling the subject of the Federal constitution of the U.S.
for the declaration to be drafted. Less well known is which had been proposed for adoption, and had

that Jefferson's original draft was severely edited by a become at the period of the letters of the marquis

congressional committee headed by Benjamin Frank- [Shelburne] a topic of anxious discussion by
lin. American statesmen. H

The Virginians did not aim to set up a humanist
republic, but wanted rather to maintain a firm basis Arthur Lee's ties to the Shelburne circle did not
for their own privilege. Therefore they were first to go unnoticed. He was recalled from his position in
push for the Declaration of Independence--but also Paris because of his personally lucrative financial
foremost in opposing the Constitution. Jefferson's fiddles, and under suspicion of being a British collab-
friends the Lees--of whom Confederate general Rob- orator. Lee's efforts went so far as to attempt disrup-
err E. Lee was a direct descendant--were at the core tion of critically necessary shipment of supplies to

of this grouping, and their story helps identify the North America by claiming that Franklin's agents
milieu with which Jefferson was most closely associ- had misused government funds. It was Jefferson's
ated. friendship with the slanderers of Franklin that

The Lee family--Richard Henry Lee, Arthur Lee, strongly shaped his later treasonous stand on the
and their four brothers traced their aristocratic li- Constitution, and led him to join forces with Lord
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Shelburne's Edinburgh-based intelligence apparatus, commissioners to Paris. He was actually preparing to
Throughout the revolution the Lee family was become Franklin's successor.

constantly under suspicion of spying. Richard Henry It is possible to document Jefferson's involvement
Lee, together with Charles Lee (no relation), was in British counterrevolutionary operations during the
suspected of being behind the movement, known as period of his office as French ambassador after Frank-
"Conway's Cabal," to overthrow and replace Wash- lin's departure from France. We can say with confi-
ington as commander-in-chief of the armies. Unfor- dence that Jefferson became an agent of influence for
tunately, nothing was ever proven. Continuing in the British at this time.
this tradition of subversion, members of the Lee Not only did he take an active role in the British
family were at the center of the establishment of the destabilizaton of France, but he participated in similar
British-backed Confederacy, even contributing the schemes in the United States.
Confederacy's commander-in-chief. Even today, the In Paris, Jefferson struck up a strong friendship
tradition continues; the headquarters of the traitorous with Dugald Stewart, the former teacher of Arthur
Ditchley Foundation are located on Robert E. Lee's Lee and the editor of Adam Smith's writings. Stewart
former estate. 12 was a professor of moral philosophy at the University

of Edinburgh, which was, and still is, the heart of the
Britain's French Connection City of London's intelligence operations, as well as
When their inside agent Arthur Lee was thrown out the birthplace and nesting ground for the worst of
of France, the Shelburne networks began a recall British antihumanist ideology. It was here that Jacob-
campaign against Franklin in earnest, inism was born.

From the time of his arrival in Paris in 1776 until Dugald Stewart was also a member of Shelburne's
his departure in 1785, Benjamin Franklin had worked inner elite Oyster Club, which had been founded by
to shape an international alignment of forces to Adam Smith. Another member was David Hume,
support the new American republic. His efforts suc- who had arranged for Rousseau's first visit to London.
ceeded with the creation of a League for Armed Yet another member, Jon Robison, also a University
Neutrality consisting of nearly every nation ofconti- of Edinburgh professor of moral philosophy, was
nental Europe. Franklin was able to isolate Britain deployed to subvert the Federalists in the United
during the war, making the victory of the American States. As we shall see later, the eventual downfall of
Revolution possible. Franklin and Hamilton's policies in the United States

In 1783 a resolution was placed before Congres_ was brought about by the contrived factionalization
by John Adams and Arthur Lee demanding Franklin's of Jefferson's "left" Republicans versus Jon Robin-
recall from France. The vicious Lee accused Franklin son's "right" brand of Federalism.
of drunkenness, whoring, and accepting bribes. In a Jefferson's collaboration with Shelburne's net-
letter to Samuel Adams dated September 10, 1780, work in France is indicated in a letter he wrote to
R.H. Lee wrote: John Adams later in his life, on March 3, 1820:

How long, my dear friend, must the dignity, It was after you left Europe that Dugald Stewart,
honor and interest of the United States be sacri- concerning whom you inquire, and Lord Dare,
riced to the bad passions of that old man under the second son of the Marquis of Lansdown [Lord
the idea of his being a philosopher? That philos- Shelburne], came to Paris. They brought me a
ophy which does not rectify the heart is not the letter from Lord Wycombe, whom you knew. I
kind of wisdom which it befits republicanism to became immediately intimate with Stewart, call-
cherish and to confide in. If this man must be ing mutually on each other and almost daily,
retained in the public service with all his imper- during their stay at Paris, which was of some
fections on his head, let him be sent to some court, months. Lord Dare was a young man of imagi-
causa honorus, where he can do neither good nor nation, with occasional flashes indicating deep
harm, such as the court of the Czarina of Russia." penetration, but of much caprice, and little judg-

ment. He has been long dead, and the family title
The resolution to recall Franklin failed. But in is now, I believe, on the third son, who has shown

1785 the Virginia faction in Congress got Thomas in Parliament talents of a superior order. Stewart
Jefferson chosen to lead a team of American trade is a great man and among the most honest living. '4
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Jefferson's meetings with Stewart and Lord Shel- Robert Morris, acting U.S. treasury secretary and one
burne's son in 1785 took place at a time when France of Hamilton's close allies, had the sole monopoly with
was slowly being transformed into a republic. Lafay- the Farmers-General on tobacco sales. Jefferson set
ette, under the guidance of Franklin, was successfully out to undercut Morris as well as the Farmers-Gen-
mobilizing the city-builder elements in the French eral, but failed miserably on both counts.
nobility to dissolve numerous feudal-based laws that By the end of his stay in France, however,
were preventing the modernization of France's still Jefferson was successful in helping to create the con-
largely peasant labor force. This "American faction," ditions for aJacobin takeover.
all of whom had supported the American Revolution,
included the French ministers Vergennes and Brienne, JefFerson Aids theJacobins
and military leaders such as Rochambeau and the Duc On July 4, 1789, ten days before an armed mob
de la Rochefoucauld. By 1787, an Assembly of Nota- stormed the Bastille, the Comte de Mirabeau ap-
bles called by King Louis XVI was discussing reforms peared to abruptly turn against his former friends.
including the election of local assemblies, a uniform Speaking before the National Assembly, he accused
land tax, the elimination of the corv_e (which forced Jefferson of collaborating with Finance Minister
peasants to work on government projects), and the Necker in withholding the importation of desperately
abolition of internal customs taxes on the peasantry, needed flour.
Lafayette saw this as the means to establish France as The charge was not a light one, for at that time
a constitutional monarchy, the first step on the road France and especially Paris faced mass starvation.
to a republic. Bread as well as firewood was strictly rationed. Mass

Immediately on his arrival in Paris in early 1784, bonfires were lit in the streets by the government to
Jefferson moved to break up the power of this pro- keep people from perishing from the cold. These
American faction of the nobility. He backed the Swiss were the conditions on which the mob violence of
banker Necker, who persuaded Louis XVI to convene the Jacobins thrived.
a National Assembly that was then used as a vehicle Mirabeau's accusation against Jefferson was the
for destabilization. Necker, whose City of London truth, but his motives were the same as Jefferson's
connections were notorious, and the monarchist own. For his real target was republican leader Lafay-
Comte de Mirabeau, a lackey of the British-run Duc ette.
d'Orleans, joined forces to oust Finance Minister Jefferson had indeed refused to act on a request by
Colonne. Necker succeeded as Colonne's replace- French Minister Montmorin to buy flour from U.S.
ment, and Colonne's removal was soon followed by merchants. Despite Jefferson's suppression of the
the forced resignations of two more ministers, Segur, French request, news of the Paris food crisis spread,
a colleague of Lafayette, and Castries, who had been and two American merchants, Blackden and Swan,
negotiating a major purchase of ships from the United came to Jefferson with an offer of a large grain sale.
States. Lafayette, however, supported Necker on Working together with Necker, Jefferson saw to it
these moves, no doubt on Jefferson's advice. In 1788 that the news of the offer reached the ears of no other
Washington wrote to Lafayette to try to steer him French ministers, is
straight, and specifically asked him to act in modera- As soon as he had heard Mirabeau's accusation,
tion, and not push reforms on the king too fast. Lafayette called on Jefferson and asked him for the
Lafayette listened instead to.Jefferson, truth. Jefferson denied everything. Lafayette imme-

Meanwhile Jefferson intervened directly by pub- diately came to Jefferson's public defense, with the
licly attacking Franklin's important ally Vergennes, intended result: the anger of the hungry population
who had played a central role in mobilizing French was turned on Lafayette and the "American faction."
support for the American Revolution, branding him When Mirabeau later retracted his charge, the dam-
a despot. Next Jefferson assailed the Farmers-General, age had long since been done to American credibility
the most powerful business group in France, which and to Lafayette in particular.
controlled most of France's agricultural produce and Jefferson's role as saboteur of the French Revolu-
was also the king's official tax collectors. Jefferson tion must also be located from the standpoint of the
attempted to organize a large-scale trade pact for the influence he exerted on Lafayette's decision-making.
importation of Southern American tobacco, com- The marquis was at that time the sole rallying point
pletely excluding the Farmers-General. Until then for the humanist forces in France, whether of the
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First, Second, or Third Estate. Yet at crucial moments impossible. Your instructions are indeed a diffi-
during the stormy 1789-92 period,Lafayette waivered culty. But to state this at its worst, it is only a
and failed to assert himself against the Jacobin-led single difficulty which a single effort surmounts.
mob controlled by the Duc d'Orleans. His weakness, Your instructions can never embarrass you a
as Hamilton noted, was a tendency to always seek the second time, where as an acquiescence under
cheers of "the people," and it was this that Jefferson them will reproduce greater difficulties every day
played on. and without end. Besides, a thousand circumstan-

During the critical time of May-June 1789,Jeffer- ces offer as many justifications of your departure
son's advice to Lafayette set the stage for the Jacobin from your instructions ....
takeover. On May 6, Jefferson wrote to Lafayette Forgive me, my dear friend if my anxiety for
telling him he must break with the nobility and join you makes me talk of things I know nothing
the Jacobin-controlled Third Estate (Tiers Etat). The about. You must not consider this advice. Receive
letter captures Jefferson's style of manipulation, which it merely as the expression of my uneasinesss and
attempted to play on Lafayette's sentiments at the the effusion of that sincere friendship with which
expense of reason, of any sense of strategic over- I am, my dear sir, Yours affectionately, Thomas
view--of course, amid protestations that no offer of Jefferson. '_
advice was intended. "My dear Friend," Jefferson
began, Lafayette succumbed to Jefferson's blandishments.

After the Jacobin-led mob, at the Duc d'Orleans
As it becomes more and more possible that the orders, stormed the Bastille and murdered the soldiers
Noblesse will go wrong, I become uneasy for there--even though they had already surrendered--
you. Your principles are decidedly with the tiers Lafayette ordered the entire Bastille destroyed, brick
_tat, and your instructions against them. A corn- by brick, to the cheers of the boodthirsty crowd.
pliance to the latter on some occasions and an Unfortunately,July 14th, Bastille Day, is today still a
adherence to the former on others, may give an national holiday in France
appearance of trimming between the two partios Back in the United States, President Washington
which may lose you both. You will in the end go was becoming increasingly distrustful of the activities
over wholly to the tiers _tat because it will be of his ambassador in Paris. During the same s_ring of
impossible for you to live in a constant sacrifice 1789, Gouverneur Morris arrived in the French capi-
of your sentiments to the prejudices of the No- tal, probably because his close friends Washington
blesse. But you would be received by the tiers at and Hamilton hoped to counter Jefferson's influence.
any future day, coldly and without confidence. It Jefferson's hostility toward the new arrival was open.
appears to me the moment to take that honest and He snubbed Morris, and refused to introduce him to
manly stand with them which your own princi- the French court, as was his duty as ambassador.
ples dictate. This will win their hearts forever, be Writing in his diary, Morris recorded this account
approved by the world which marks and honors of a meeting with Lafayette and his wife on July 4,
you as the man of the people, and will be an 1789:
eternal consolation to yourself. The Noblesse,
and especially the Noblesse of Auverge [whom A large party of Americans ]were present] and
Lafayette had been elected to represent], will among them Monsr. and Madame Lafayette.
always prefer men who will do their dirty work Some political conversation with him after Din-
for them. You are not made for that. They will her in which I urge him to preserve if possible
therefore soon drop you, and the people in that some Constitutional Authority of the Body of the
case will perhaps not take you up. Suppose a Nobles as the only means of preserving any
scission should take place. The priests and nobles Liberty of the People. The current l"sa_ettingso
will secede, the nation will remain in place and, strongly against the Noblesse that I_apprehend
with the king, will do its own business. Ifviolence their Destruction, in which I fear be involved
should be attempted, where will you be? You Consequences most pernicious, tho little attended
cannot then take side with the people in opposi- to in the present Moment. _7
tion to your own vote, that very vote which will
have helped to produce the scission. Still less can Unfortunately, it was Jefferson's advice that La-
you array yourself against the people. That is fayette heeded.
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By the end of 1789 the British opponents of the object the establishment of a flee constitution,
Franklin-Lafayette "Grand Design" could look with . . . It was necessary to use the arm of the people,
satisfaction on the work of the Shelburne circle, and a machine not quite so blind as balls and bombs,
particularly that of Thomas Jefferson. The French but blind to a certain degree. A few of their
nobility had been splintered, and the French section cordial friends met at their hands the fate of
of the Society of Cincinnatus had been prevented enemies. But time and truth will rescue and
from taking leadership of the nation. The Third embalm their memories, while their posterity
Estate, which had broken with the nobility, had will be enjoying that very liberty for which they
assumed command of the National Assembly. First would never have hesitated to offer up their lives.
the Girondins and then Shelburne'sJacobin terrorists, The liberty of the whole earth was depending on
Marat, Danton, and Robespierre, took control of the issueof the contest, and was ever such a prize
France. won with so little innocent blood? My own

It was only after Jefferson returned to the United affectionshave been deeply wounded by some of
States at the end of 1789 that Lafayette, free of his the martyrs to this cause, but rather than it should
influence, began to wage a counterattack against the have failed, I would have seen half the earth
Jacobins. On June 16, 1792, when the Jacobins were desolated.'"
close to achieving absolute power, Lafayette stood
before the National Assembly and delivered a sca- Hamilton v.Jefferson
thing attack: When Jefferson set sail for the United States in

November 1789, he left France in ruins. He had
Can you dissemble even to yourselves, and to carried out his mandate, not as the successor to
;lvoid all vague denunciations, theJacobin faction Benjamin Franklin, but as the loyal disciple of Adam
have causedall these disorders? It is that which I Smith. He returned to complete his final mission, the
boldly accuse--organized like a separate empire subversion of America.
in the metropolis and its affiliated societies, Jefferson's purpose had already become clear in
blindly directed by some ambitious leaders, this the battle over the new nation's Constitution, which
sect forms a corporation, entirely distinct in the began some three years earlier. In 1786, while the
midst of the French people, whose powers it destabilization of France was beginning, the republi-
usurps, by tyranny over its representatives and can faction in the United States was successful in
constituted authorities.'8 forming a central government despite the efforts of

Jefferson and his Virginia friends.
But the counterattack came far too late. Two In the summer of that year a group of delegates

months after this speech, Lafayette was summoned to representing most of the thirteen states met at Annap-
Paris, by order of Danton, to face charges of being a olis, Maryland, their ostensible purpose to discuss
paid foreign agent. Fleeing France, he was soon interstate imposts and trade regulation. One of those
captured, and spent the next five years in an Austrian attending, Alexander Hamilton, had an entirely dif-
dungeon on the orders of England's supposedly pro- ferent purpose in mind, however. Hamilton sought
American prime minister, William Pitt. to turn the gathering into the convention that both he

By 1793 the Jacobin-led mobs, the predecessors of and Lafayette had called for three years earlier, to
Khomeini's crazed Muslim fundamentalists, had mur- create a constitution that would be the basis for a new

dered most of France's leading intellectuals and sci- federal government. A letter from James Monroe to
entists. Yet in that same year, Jefferson, writing from James Madison, both Jefferson allies, at the start of the
the United States to his friend William Short, ex- gathering shows that both men feared--correctly--
pressed not horror over the events in France, but joy: that a conspiracy was afoot to create a new constitu-

tion. Wrote Monroe:
The tone of your letters for some time have given

me pain, on account of the extreme warmth with The eastern men be assured mean it [the meeting]
which they censured the proceedings of the Ja- as leading further than the object originally com-
cobins of France. I have considered that sectasthe prehended. If they do not obtain that things shall
same with the Republican patriots, and the Feul- be arranged to suit them in every respect, their
lants as the Monarchial patriots, well-known in intrigues will extend to the objects I have sug-
the early part of the revolution, both having in gested above.

=...
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Because not all the states were represented at Congress. In reply, the eighteen-year-old Hamilton
Annapolis, Hamilton was unable to make the meeting wrote a popular patriot pamphlet called A Farmer
into a Constitutional Convention. Instead he issued a Refuted, in which he attacked Seabury as a disciple of
call for a meeting of delegates in Philadelphia in May Hobbes, explaining that the "law of nature is . . .
1787. Hamilton's call foreshadowed the actual Con- superior to any other." Polemicizing against the
stitution to come. "That... matters, intended for the British system of law, the young Hamilton continued:
consideration of this Convention, would essentially
affect the whole system of Federal Government, and The sacred rights of mankind are not to be
the exigencies of the United States," it ran, " . . . rummaged for, among old parchments, or musty
including all such measures as may appear necessary records. They are written as with a sunbeam, in
to cement the Union of the States, and promote the the whole volume of human nature, by the hand
permanent Tranquility, Security and Happiness."2° of the divinity itself; and can never be erased or

From the age of sixteen Hamilton had been obscured bymortalpower. 21
schooled in the tradition of republican anti-Anglican-
ism. Brought to New York from the West Indies, his The same devotion to the Platonic conception of
birthplace, he fell under the patronage of Elias Bou- natural law stands out in Hamilton's work in the
dinot and William Livingston, both prominent Pres- Federalist papers, which argued the case for the adop-
byterians who despised the Tories and the English tion of the Constitution, as well as in his later
church. Throughout their lives the two stood steadfast economic policy documents. The goal of the Consti-
in support of Hamilton and his policies. It was tution was to create a unified nation with the neces-
Boudinot who first introduced Hamilton to George sary and proper means for developing its manufac-
Washington, after which Hamilton quickly became tures, trade, quality of citizenry, and defense.
Washington's closest adviser. Hamilton explicitly attacked the social contract, that

Boudinot also helped educate Hamilton to assume is, the notion that the government should be based on
a role of political leadership in the new nation. He some abstracted "natural rights" of individual citi-
helped Hamilton obtain a free scholarship to the zens. On the contrary, he argued, the government
Francis Barber school of Elizabethtown, New Jersey, must direct development, especially through a single,
where he intensively studied the Greek classics as well energetic executive who is held responsible by the
as the most advanced concepts of the time in science citizenry for implementing the principles and virtues
and mathematics, before going on to King's College of the nation) 2 The judiciary's responsibility lies in
(Columbia) in New York. By the age of sixteen being "faithful guardians [Plato's term] of the Con-
Hamilton was working on an English translation of stitution, where legislative invasions of it had beenL/

Homer's Iliad, and undoubtedly read Plato's works at instigated by the major voice of the community. ''2_
this time. The legislature's role is for the citizens of most

Hamilton's commitment to the Platonic idea of wisdom, patriotism, and love of country, to deliberate
natural law manifested itself from his first public and pass laws in line with promoting the prosperity
writings through to his last works on constitutional and general welfare of the nation)'
law. Natural law, as opposed to English common
law, emphasizes the development of man's creative The Battle for the Republic
powers over nature as primary. Man's capacity to Popular myth to the contrary, Hamilton played a
develop his mind through science and technology was major role in formulating the Constitution, a fact the
the conceptual foundation for Hamilton's formula- detailed convention notes of his factional opponent
tion of the Constitution as well as his later Report on James Madison do not reflect. Much of this influence
Manufactures. was behind the scenes, and included committee work.

His first public writing was prompted by the Both Hamilton and Gouverneur Morris got them-
appearance in 1775 of a pamphlet bylined W.A. selves on the three-man Committee on Style, for
Farmer, actually authored by an Anglican minister, example, where they made important editing
Samuel Seabury. Seabury's pamphlet denied the col- changes, such as the "general welfare" clause.
onists' right to disobey English law and the English The Federalistpapers had already taken issue with
Parliament, and, addressing farmers in particular, Jefferson, then still in Paris, on the fundamental issues.
warned them that they were being misled by a few Even Madison, writing in the Federalist, had been
greedy businessmen who made up the Continental compelled to attack Jefferson's arguments, then cir-
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culating as a draft state constitution appended to the government. The passions ought to be controlled and
Notes on the State of Virginia. Jefferson's principal regulated by the government. ''2s
argument was that "all the powers of government, Throughout the Constitutional Convention
legislative, executive, and judicial, result to the legis- Madison sent detailed accounts of the proceedings to
lative body," and thus conventions to alter the Con- Jefferson in Paris. Even during the convention Madi-
stitution should be held whenever two-thirds of two son began to act as the head of Jefferson's campaign to
out of three branches of government so vote. This usurp Hamilton's influence. In the debate on the
proposal was aimed to hamstring any effective ener- powers of the executive, Madison reported a wild
getic government, and leave it solely at the mercy of distortion of Hamilton's use of the term "monarchy."
the easily manipulated passions of the people. Noth- According to Madison's notes, Hamilton called for a
ing could be more contrary to Hamilton's notion, monarchy and thereby exposed a commitment to a
which Madison is compelled to cite in reply to return of British rule. In fact Hamilton used "mon-
Jefferson. In the core of legislative dominance, he archy" in precisely the same manner as did Plato,
wrote, "the passions, therefore, not the reason, of the meaning executive leadership, be it a king or a
public, would sit in judgment. But it is the reason of president.
the public alone, that ought to control and regulate Madison's suspicious "misinterpretation" quickly

TRYING TO STOP THE FEDERAL CHARIOT

In this Federalistcartoon, Washington leadstroopsagainst the French "cannibals"(left) while Albert Gallatin, Citizen
Gen¢t, and ThomasJefferson (right) vainly try to stop thefederal chariot'sprogress.

U
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became the basis of a contrived national scandal. A Shippen traveled to Europe and back to act as Jeffer-
letter supposedly authored by Hamilton--later son's liaison.
proved a forgery--propitiously fell into Madison's In a letter to James Madison, written from Paris
hands. The letter invited the second son of King on December 20, 1787,Jefferson revealed the purpose
George III, Frederick, Duke of York, to become King of his proposal to add the Bill of Rights amendment:
of the Unites States. Published in a number of news-

papers, together with Madison's scurilous notes on I will now add what I do not like. First the
the convention, the letter almost succeeded in getting omission of a bill of rights providing clearly and
Hamilton ousted from the convention. The slander without the aid of sophisms for freedom of reli-
that he wanted a king for the United States is gion, freedom of the press, protection against
presented as fact in some history books to this day. standing armies, restriction against monopolies,

Friends of both Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr the eternal and unremitting force of habeas cor-
were involved in the networks that cooked up the pus, and trials by jury in all matters of fact triable
scandal. This began a fifteen-year campaign, soon led by the laws of the land and not by law of Nations
publicly by Jefferson himself, to remove Hamilton . . . Let me add that a bill of rights is what the
from all positions of influence in the government, people are entitled to against every government
which only succeeded when Burr murdered Hamil- on earth, general or particular, and what no just
ton on the plains of New Jersey in 1804. government would refuse, or rest on inference.

On September 17, 1787 the Constitution of the The second feature I dislike and greatly dislike, is
United States was signed in Philadelphia at Indepen- the abandonment in every instance of the neces-
dence hall. It then went to the states for ratification, sity of rotation in o_ce, and most particularly in
Hamilton, Washington, and Franklin had led the case of the president .... I do not pretend to
drive for its adoption, over protests from many decide what would bethebest methodofprocur-
quarters. Only two delegates from Jefferson's Vir- ring the establishment of the manifold good
ginia--the most populous state in the union--had things in this constitution, and getting rid of the
signed, John Blair and James Madison, who had been bad. Whether by adopting it in hopes of future
won over by Hamilton personally. Patrick Henry and amendments, or, after it has been duly weighted
the rest of the elite of Virginia's leadership had failed and canvassed by the people, after seeing the parts
to show, and it was the Virginia faction that subse- they generally dislike, and those they generally
quently led the movement against the Constitution's approve, to say to them, "We see now what you
ratification, wish. Send together your deputies again, let them

These antirepublicans, led by Jefferson from Paris frame a constitution for you omitting what you
and his old friend Richard Henry Lee, quickly went have condemned, and establishing the powers
into action. Their strategy was to seek the adoption of you approve. Even these will be a great addition
a string of amendments that would have to be voted to the energy of your government." At all events
up in a second Constitutional Convention. While I hope you will not be discouraged from other
posing as supporters of the original document, they trials, if the present one should fail of its full
intended to create so much conflicting debate over effect .... I own I am not a friend of very
each amendment that adoption of the document as a energetic government. It is always oppressive)*
whole would be impossible. Should it be passed
despite their efforts, their aim was to reduce it to a Renowned as the author of the Declaration of

laundry list of restrictions of and qualifications on the Independence, Jefferson served as a rallying point for
executive power of the new republican government, the antigovernment and anti-Constitutional forces
It was with this aim that Jefferson began to demand throughout the country. His stand was hailed before
the additions of a series of amendments, a Bill of the Virginia legislature while it was deliberating on
Rights. He planned to have the minimum number of ratification. Declared Patrick Henry of his old friend,
nine states ratify the Constitution, but the remaining "This illustrious citizen advises you to reject this
four states reject it pending the adoption of the government till it be amended. His sentiments coin-
amendments. The Bill of Rights would then have to cide entirely with ours... Let us follow the advice of
be added through the convening of a new Constitu- this sage across the sea."27
tional Convention. Henry Lee's nephew Thomas Lee The foremost spokesman against the Constitution
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was another Jefferson crony, Richard Henry Lee. Like Jeffersonians, who insisted that land laborers and only
Jefferson, Lee maintained that the Constitution would they were, in Jefferson's phrase, the "chosen people."
leave "the liberty of the Press, the Trial by Jury, and Hamilton became the leading opponent of the disci-
the Independence of Judges . . . under the mere ples of Adam Smith, whose theory of free trade was
pleasure of the new rulers." Lee also called for a thinly disguised pretext for Lord Shelburne's efforts
amending the Constitution with a second convention, to maintain the United States as de facto a British
and threatened that "Virginia shall be disengaged colony.
from this ratification" if the amendments were not The Jeffersonians were able to defeat Hamilton's
adopted within two years. 2_Lee wrote two pam- 1791 recommendations on manufactures. But they
phlets, both titled Lettersfrom the FederalFarmer to the failed to defeat his proposal the year before for the
Republican, one in 1787 and one the following year. establishment of a National Bank, which was the
They appeared in numerous editions, selling out by centerpiece of Hamilton's American System and the
the thousands, and became the main opposition writ- engine for its accomplishment.
ings to the Federalistseries by Hamilton, Madison, and Treasury Secretary Hamilton issued his report
Jay. recommending creation of the Bank at the end of

In May 1789 a call for a second convention was 1790, and Jefferson, who earlier that year had become
written, and nearly adopted in Virginia. It was secretary of state, attempted to defeat the Bank by
dropped, however, when the Jefferson-Lee faction once again challenging the nature and purpose of the
was forced to agree to the compromise adoption of Constitution. What Hamilton was proposing was,
ten amendments, the Bill of Rights, which compro- clearly, "necessary and proper" means of achieving
mise was then passed by Congress. the government's goal of promoting the "general

The underlying issue of the constitutional debate welfare" by creating an industrial republic. The
was whether or not the new republic would survive establishment of a central banking system would
to "vindicate the honor of the human race" against ensure the ready availability of credit for vitally
the arrogant British empire, and, "bound together in needed industrial and agricultural expansion, and
a strict and indissoluble union, concur in erecting one bring America's reliance on the City of London for
great American System, superior to the control of all credit to an end. Over a quarter of a century later,
transatlantic force or influence, and able to dictate the Jefferson's disciple Andrew Jackson finally succeeded
terms of the connection between the old and the new m destroying the Bank, and allowed London to
world!"2_ This survival depended first and foremost resume control over credit and stifle American indus-
on economic development, as the key to the individ- trial development.
ual and national strength of the citizens and of the Jefferson's argument against the bank was written
country, on the request of President Washington when he was

Was the Shelburne strategy, which was effective deciding whether he would sign the bill creating the
in the destabilization of France through the Eden free- Bank into law. Jefferson and his British backers
trade treaty, to succeed in the United States? One of desperately tried to sway Washington against Ham-
Jefferson's amendments that did not achieve passage ilton's Bank, correctly seeing it as firmly establishing
called for a restriction on the right of monopoly; it the American System. Invoking what Hamilton re-
was aimed directly at Hamilton's plans for govern- ferred to as "old parchments" and "musty records,"
ment support of manufactures and for the establish- Jefferson pathetically proposed English common law
ment of a national bank. as the basis for vetoing establishment of the Bank.

, With the establishment of the Constitution and In his reply to Jefferson, Hamilton went to the
the inauguration of Washington as President in 1789, crux of the debate: the definition of government, of
the humanists had laid the foundation for rapid what it can and cannot do. He explained that the
economic development. The task remained to create republican form of government, by nature, is a
the institutions that would promote the advancement unified sovereign power, and that it can do whatever
of science and industry crucial to that goal. Hamilton is necessary as long as it is "not contrary to the
especially sought to advance the labor power of the essential ends of political society."Jefferson had main-
citizenry by developing a skilled class of workers, tained that the Constitution had not specified the
engineers, and scientists. His Report on Manufactures, National Bank as "necessary," and had further argued
issued in 1791, was a powerful blow against the that an immediate "need" for government interven-
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tion was required, and that there was no "need" for the world will see and he will feel that he is as
a National Bank. This issue touched on whether the ambitious as Oliver Cromwell21

new U.S. government would take an active, volun-
tarist role in shaping the development of the country, For although Jefferson had been defeated on the
or whether it would stand on the sidelines while Constitution, he had established an effective political
British "free market" forces ran the country, machine, one that depended largely on the press and,

What Jefferson was advocating, Hamilton wrote through it, on effective manipulation of public opin-
to Washington, ion. The same machine later succeeded in bringing

Andrew Jackson into presidel3tial office, and finally
would be fatal to the just and indispensable defeated the institution of a national bank.
authority of the United States. In early 1791, immediately after Hamilton had

In entering upon the argument, it ought to presented his National Bank proposal before Con-
be premised that the objections of the Secretary gress, a secret meeting was convened in New York,
of State [Jefferson]and the Attorney-General are attended by Jefferson, Madison, Aaron Burr, and
founded on the general denial of the authority of New York's Governor Clinton, to map out a strategy
the United States to erect corporations. The for defeating the forces around Hamilton. 32The fol-
latter, indeed, expressly admits, that if there be lowing steps were planned:
anything in the bill which is not warranted by *The removal of the Post Office and mint from
the Constitution, it is the clause of incorporation. Hamilton's control;

Now it appears to the Secretary of the Treas- *A public campaign against the Hamiltonian system,
ury [Hamilton] that thisgeneralprincipleis inherent including its provision for a national bank;
in the very definitionof government, and essential
to every stepof the progress to be made by that of *Support for the National Gazette, a new newspaper

set up by Jefferson to counter Hamilton's paper, thethe United States, namely: That every power
vested in the government is in its nature sovereign, Gazette of the United States. The editor of the National
and includes, by force of the term, a right to Gazette was an appointee in Jefferson's State Depart-
employ all the meansrequisite and fairly applica- ment, Philip Freneau. Henry Lee, brother to Richard

and Arthur Lee, was responsible, along with Madison,ble to the attainment of the endsof such power,
ana which are not precluded by restrictions and for Freneau's recommendation to Jefferson.
exceptions specified in the Constitution, or not The National Gazette became the flagship for a
immoral, or not contrary to the essentialendsof national network of newspapers. Its editor, Philip
political society,j° " Freneau, trained in French at Princeton, was an avid

disciple and translator of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and
Washington signed the bill into law. the Gazette was the leading wedge in the creation of

a Jacobin movement in the United States. Specifi-
The Birth of Partisan Politics cally, Freneau's task was to discredit the new govern-
Jefferson resigned his post as secretary of state in ment and its principal founder, Alexander Hamilton.
December 1793, and retired to Monticello, where, he The supporters of Jefferson and Burr soon estab-
said, "my farm, my family, and my books call me to lished a national network of newspapers which in-
them irresistibly," and where he "preferred infinitely cluded the New York Argus, the Richmond Examiner,
to contemplate the tranquil growth of my lucerne and the Boston Independent Chronicle. These newspa-
and potatoes." pers began the press tradition in America of misre-

As was obvious to most observors, the retirement porting, scandal-mongering, and outright lying. The
was a fraud. In a sense, Jefferson merely went under- manipulation of the electorate through the press laid
ground, where through voluminous correspondence the foundation for Jefferson's introduction of the
he continued to lead a vast network of anti-Hamilton- politics of faction and partisan advantage, and hi_,
ians. The next President, John Adams, commented, subsequent election as President.

Jefferson's press portrayed Hamilton's supporters
Jefferson thinks by this step to get a reputation as as a new patrician class that wanted the reinstitution
a humble, modest, _meek man, wholly without of a monarchy, as parasites who did nothing but live
ambition or vanity. He may even have deceived off the toils of the hard-working farmer. Proponents
himself in this belief. But if the prospect opens, of Hamilton's National Bank were depicted as a new

j.
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He seeksat noon the waters of the shade,...
In humble hope his little fields were sown,
A trifle, in your eye--but all his own."

Recognizing that the notion of "pluralist democ-
racy" being popularized by the mythos of the French
Revolution would soon lead to the downfall of the

American republic, both Hamilton and John Quincy
Adams began their own propaganda blitz to counter
the Jeffersonians. Quincy Adams wrote a series of
eleven articles for a widely circulated Boston paper,
the Columbian Centinel, attacking the destructive ideals
of Rousseauvian democracy. Published under the
byline Publicola, the series gained great attention,
especially since most people thought they were writ-
ten by his father, Vice-President John Adams.

Hamilton, meanwhile, had his own newspaper,
The Gazette of the United States, which had been
founded well before Freneau's paper. Originally
Hamilton's Gazette, edited by John Fenno, had been
a forum where policies could be aired to a small
leadership group of Americans. But once Freneau
opened his attack, Hamilton wholeheartedly plunged
into an expos_ of Jefferson, and unlike Jefferson, was
not afraid to put his own writings in his paper.
Although pseudonyms were used, everyone knew

THE FIRST CABINET exactly who the author was.
President Washington'sfirst cabinetincludedboth sidesof On September 19, 1792 a series appeared in the
thefactional battle:Secretaryof StateJefferson (standing, Gazette of the United States titled "Catullus to Arist-

left) and Secretaryof the Treasury Hamilton (standing, edes," in which Hamilton, writing as "Catullus,"
right, next to Washington,far right), replied to a particularly slanderous attack by Freneau

("Aristedes") in the National Gazette. Hamilton went
straight at Freneau's master, Jefferson, by addressing

breed of speculator. Freneau, who fancied himself a the fraudulent contention that Jefferson had been a
poet, portrayed them as follows: devoted supporter of the federal Constitution from its

inception:
On coaches, now, gay coats of arms are wore
By somewho hardly had a coat before; . . . Though Mr. Jefferson was of opinion that the
Silk gowns instead of homespun, now, are seen, Constitution contained "great and important
And, sir, 'tis true ('twixt me and you) good," and was desirous that the first nine delib-
That some have grown prodigious fat, erating States should consent to it for the sake of
And some prodigious lean! preserving the existence of the Union, yet he had

strong objections to the Constitution; so strong
While the "pomp" of the Federalists was derided, the that he was willing to risk an ultimatedismember-
rustic, "simple" life of the frontier farmer was glori- ment in an experiment to obtain the alteration
fled: which he deemed necessary....

Could anything but serious objections to the
He to no pompous dome comes, cap in hand, Constitution of the seriouskind have justified the
Where new-made squiresaffect the courtly smile: hazarding of an eventual schism in the Union, in
Nor where Pomposo, 'midst his foreign band so great a degree as would have attended an
Extols the sway of kings, in swelling style.... adherence to the advice given by Jefferson? Can
Where wandering brooks from mountains roll, there be any perversion of truth in affirming that
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the person who entertained those objection was we not adduce a character equally gre_ on our
opposed to the Constitution? side? Are we, who (in the honorable gentlemen's

opinion) are not to be guided by an erring world,
Hamilton then quoted the speech made by Patrick now to submit to the opinion of a citizen beyond the

Henry during the constitutional debates in the Vir- Atlantic? I believe that were that gentleman now
ginia legislature, in which Henry had cited Jefferson's on this floor, he would be for the adoption of this
opposition to the Constitution and asked that the Constitution. I wish his name had never been
legislature follow suit: mentioned; I wish everything here relative to his

opinion may be suppressed, if our debates should
Mr. Madison, in reply to Mr. Henry (p. 122 of be published. I know that the delicacy of his
the same "Debates"), expresses himself thus: feeling would be wounded, when he will see in
"The honorable member, in order to influence print what has and may be said concerning him
our decision, has mentioned the opinion of a on this occasion. I am in some measure acquainted
citizen, who is an ornament to this State. When with his sentiments on this subject. It is not right
the name of this distinguished character was for me to unfold what he has informed me. But I
introduced, I was much surprised. Is it cometo this, wilt venture to assert that the clause now discussed
then, that we arenot to.followour reason?Is it proper is not objected to by Mr. Jefferson. He approves
to adduce the opinions of respectable men, not of it because it enables the government to carry
within these walls? If the opinion of an important on its operations," etc ....
character were to weigh on this occasion, could His [Madison's] solicitude appears to be to

THE H AMILTON-B URR D UEL

The Jefferson-Hamilton battle wasfought to the death. In 1804Jefferson's collaborator,the traitor Aaron Burr, (left)
provoked Hamilton into a duel and murdered him.
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destroy the influence of what he impliedly admits shall not now, for the first time, be regarded as
to be the opinion of Mr. Jefferson, to press out of the intriguing incendiary, the aspiring turbulent
sight the authority of that opinion, and to get rid competitor.
of the subject as fast as possible. He confesses a How long since that gentleman's real char-
knowledge of Mr. Jefferson's sentiments, but acter may have been divined, or whether this is
prudently avoids disclosure, wrapping the matter only thefirst time that the secrethas been disclosed,
in mysterious reserve, and leaving the public to I am not sufficiently acquainted with the history
this day to conjecture what was the precise import of his political life to determine; but there is
of the sentiments communicated. Enough, how- always a "first time" when characters studious of
ever, is seen to justify the conclusion that if the artful disguises are unveiled; when the visor of
spirit of Mr. Jefferson's advice had prevailed with stoicism is plucked from the brow of the epicu-
the Convention, and full credence had been given rean; when the plain garb of Quaker simplicity is
to the expected adoption by New Hampshire, stripped from the concealed voluptuary; when
Rhode Island, Virginia, North Carolina, and Caesar, coyly refusingthe proferred diadem, is seen
New York would have temporarily thrown to be Caesar rejecting the trappings, but tena-
themselves out of the Union. And whether, in the ciously grasping the substance of imperial domi-
event, they would have been at this day reunited nation. 3_
to it, or whether there would be now any Union

at all, is happily a speculation which need only be Over the next seven years, from 1793 to 1800,
pursued to derive the pleasing reflection that the slander and emotionalism supplanted the policy dis-
danger was wisely avoided . .. 3, cussions initiated and constantly reiterated by Hamil-

ton. One contrived scandal after another rocked the

In the second article in the same series, appearing Washington and then the Adams administration. The
September 29, 1792, Hamilton excoriated Jefferson Gen& Mission, the Whiskey Rebellion, the XYZ
and his newspaper, providing an insight into Jeffer- Affair, and finally the Alien and Sedition Acts polar-
son's character that the historians of "Jeffersonian ized the country. A once united republican citizenry
democracy" have endeavored to cover up ever since, became split into the two-party system. The British-

created "French model" of left and right triumphed
The remaining circumstance of public notoriety with the birth of the "left" Democratic-Republican
which fixes upon Mr. Jefferson the imputation of Party and the "right" Federalist Party.
being the prompter or instigator of detraction, While crippling federal government policy gen-
exists in his patronage of the National Gazette. erally, Jefferson's forces had to concentrate on knock-

Can any attentive reader of that gazette, ing out Hamilton. They organized a successful "Wa-
doubt for amoment that it has been systematically tergate"-style operation against him, leading
devoted to the calumniating and blackening of eventually to his murder by Aaron Burr.
public characters? Can it be a question, that a The "Watergate" began immediately after the
main object of the paper is to destroy the public secret New York meeting in 1791, with a dirty-tricks
confidence in a particular public character, who gambit later known as the Reynolds Affair, Hamilton
seems to be hunted down at all events for the was blackmailed over a love affair with a Mrs.

unpardonable sin of having been the steady, Reynolds; the woman's husbanddemandedHamilton
invariable, and decided friend of broad national pay him for his silence. Mr. Reynolds was, however,
principles of government? Can it be a question, a friend of Jefferson's confederate Aaron Burr, and
that the persecution of the officer alluded to is both Reynoldses made sure that Monroe and two
agreeable to the views of the institutor of the other Congressmen heard of the story of the "hush
paper? money" and confronted Hamilton with the allega-

Does all this proceed from motives purely tions. For six years the affair was held over Hamilton's
disinterested and patriotic? Can none of a differ- head like a sword of Damocles. Finally, in 1797,

ent complexion be imagined, that may at least Jefferson's agent from Edinburgh, James Catlender,
7 have operated to give a stimulus to patrioticzeal? resurrected the scandal, charging the financiaFpayoffs

No. Mr. Jefferson has hitherto been distin- were tied to malfeasance within Hamilton's Treasury.
guished as the quiet, modest, retiring philosopher; Rather than appear to accept this calumny, Hamilton
as the plain, simple unambitious republican. He felt compelled to write a pamphlet explaining the
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entire affair, thus sacrificing his personal reputation to whiskey to whip up antigovernment violence. Albert
vitiate the attacks on the funding system that was the Gallatin, who later became treasury secretary under
Jeffersonians' real target. Jefferson, organized a revolt of backward Virginia

and Pennsylvania farmers who supplemented their
BringingJacobinism to America incomes by selling their own home-produced whis-
Simultaneous with the spread of the Jefferson-inspired key; the tax made this practice unprofitable. Gallatin's
slander sheets, what were at first called Democratic Jacobin Clubs were able to assemble a rag-tag army
Clubs began to be organized across the country. After of 5,000 farmers that rampaged through the country-
1793, with France and England at war, Philip Fre- side, destroying government offices and lynching
neau, working out of one of these clubs, became an officials on the model of the French Terror. When it
agent for the French Society of Patriots in America, was learned the insurgents had taken over the city of
raising funds to send to Jacobin France. Soon many of Pittsburgh, the federal government intervened. Pres-
these clubs, because of their obvious political leanings, ident Washington called on the states to supply 13,000
became known as American Jacobin Clubs. While volunteer militia under Hamilton's command. Faced
the Jacobin Terror murdered thousands under the with an army larger than the one Washington had led
banner of Liberty, Freneau hosted a cross-country to victory in the War of Independence, the rebels
tour by Citizen Gen_t, the new French ambassador to promptly scattered and disappeared.
the United States, during which the newly organized But Washington and Hamilton knew they were
Jacobin Clubs celebrated his arrival, facing an enemy far more dangerous than Pennsylva-

In New York the breeding ground for the clubs nia farmers. Washington warned that here was "the
was the Tammany Society controlled by Aaron Burr. first formidable fruit of the Democratic Societies [the
The Tammany Society had been set up shortly after Jacobin Clubs] ... I early gave it as my opinion to the
the creation of the Society of Cincinnatus, to counter confidential characters around me, that, if these Soci-

the spread of the latter's influence. Whereas the eties were not counteracted (not by prosecutions, the
Jacobins murdered the members of the Cincinnatus ready way to make them stronger) or did not fall into
Society in France, the AmericanJacobins were out to detestation from the knowledge of their origin . . .
politically assassinate the republican leadership of the that they would shake the government to its founda-
United States, at the least. They used Hamilton and tion." In a message to Congress in November 1794,
Washington's correct restraints against adventurism Washington placed full responsibility for the Whis-
in foreign policy to organize public opinion against key Rebellion on the Democratic Societies. Pinpoint-
the twoleaders, ing the danger as a conspiracy to overthrow the

Jefferson's Jacobin Clubs acted to rally the popu- government, he charged that the Societies were "the
lation to the Jacobin cause with calls to support most diabolical attempt to destroy the best fabric of
America's erstwhile ally against England. Remember- human government and happiness, that has ever been

• ''36

ing how crucial French support had been for the presented for the acceptance of mankind.
success of the American Revolution, many Americans Jefferson tried to conceal the conspiracy he was
were taken in, creating the danger that the United directing by proclaiming that there had never been
States might be drawn into a new war against Eng- an insurrection in the first place. "An insurrection
land. Hamilton and Washington opposed such an was announced and proclaimed and armed against,
adventure while the republic was yet in its infancy. In but could never be found," he said. His press net-
numerous writings Hamilton showed that a war with works continued to portray Hamilton's policies as
England, still the United States' major trading part- imperialist and pro-British. The accumulated "Wa-
ner, would wreck the United States, which was just tergating" had its effect. Increasingly isolated in the
beginning to show the fruits of Hamilton's policies of Congress, Hamilton finally left the government
economic expansion. The Washington administration shortly before the inauguration of John Adams, in
chose the correct but unpopular course of neutrality 1795. Nor did his continued services to the army or
toward the Anglo-French conflict with the signing of the Treasury during the Adams administration help
the Jay treaty. At one point Hamilton was stoned by his popularity; it only fed the contrived left-right
a mob while publicly speaking in favor of the neu- strife.
trality pact. In 1798 Adams sent a delegation of three Ameri-

The Jacobin crowd also used Hamilton's unpo- can plenipotentiaries to meet with the new French
pular policy of levying an excise tax on distilled government in Paris. In return for a meeting, how-
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'A LITTLEREBELLIONNOW ANDTHEN'
Jeffersonsidedwiththe WhiskeyRebellionmobthatrampagedinPennsylvania(here,tarringandfeatheringafederal

official)againstWashingtonandHamilton'ssuccessfuloperationtoquellthisthreatto thenewrepublic.

ever, Talleyrand's agents, called "X, Y, and Z" in arrested. Editors of three leading Jeffersonian news-
official communications, asked that a bribe of papers were arrested, tried, and found guilty. But this

$250,000 be paid to Talleyrand, plus a $12 million was just the setup that Jefferson wanted. His networks
loan to France. The offer was flatly refused, and when went _into high gear, agitating against the "tyranni-
the story of the bribe demand, the XYZ scandal as it cal" l_ederalists.
was called, became public, hostility toward France "l_he Adams government as a result suffered a
swept the United States, and the slogan "A million tremendous drop in public support, and the Jefferson-
for defense, but not a penny for" tribute" became ians only grew stronger. Jefferson joined in the fray
popular, by secretly authoring a series of resolutions allowing

The country was soon polarized between Jeffer- the overriding of the Constitution at any time at the
son's nominally pro-French Democrats and Adams's discretion of the states in short, ripping up the
Federalists, who included Jon Robison's New Eng- Constitution and dissolving the Union. The resolu-
land contingent of Tory followers of Adam Smith. tions, called the Kentucky Resolutions, were quickly
Robison's book, Proofsof the Conspiracy, published the adopted by the legislature in that state, and a similar
year before, had misled many Federalists into the version was passed in Jefferson's own Virginia. Here,
belief that a Jacobin conspiracy run from France, not from Jefferson's pen, was the founding Constitution
Great Britain, was behind the revolts against the U.S. of the Civil War.
government such as the Whiskey Rebellion. Robison,
one ofJefferson's Oyster Club comrades, helped pave Jefferson as President
the way for precisely the kind of repressive action With the population stirred up against the repressive
against the insurgents that Washington had earlier Alien and Sedition Acts, the way was paved for
warned would only make the forces behind them Adams's defeat in the 1800 presidential elections.
stronger. Jefferson emerged from "retirement" to seize the

Foolishly believing that here was an opportunity presidency. In 1801, what he called the "second
to crack down on the slanderous Jefferson press, American revolution" occurred: Thomas Jefferson
President Adams walked into the trap and allowed was inaugurated President.
the Alien and Sedition Acts to be adopted. Under the Jefferson's two terms as President were a disaster
Acts, whose excesses Hamilton opposed, the editors for the nation and the world.
of newspapers that attacked the government could be Immediately after his inauguration Jefferson set
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out to undo the work of Hamilton. But ironically, as Later in his life Jefferson admitted that his intention
even Jefferson had to admit, the very existence of the was to remove the United States from any major role
United States as a sovereign nation depended on the in world affairs. He thereby permitted Britain to
continuation of Hamilton's policies. As Jefferson un- reassert its world dominance, and paved the way for

happily noted, the Hamiltonian system could not be the near defeat of the United States in the War of
eradicated in one fell swoop, but had to be removed 1812.
slowly, surgically, bit by bit--what the New York The Louisiana Purchase is fraudulently cited by
Council on Foreign Relations today calls a process of most historians to prove Jefferson's commitment to
"controlled disintegration." the ideal of American progress. In reality he agreed to

On becoming president, Jefferson wrote: buy the territories against his own "small is beautiful"
principles. In order to prevent France from assuming

When the government was first established it was control over the area from the Spanish, Jefferson,
possible to have kept it going on true principles, although nominally still pro-French, announced that
but the contracted, English, half-lettered ideas of if Napoleon refused to sell, especially New Orleans,
Hamilton destroyed that hope in the bud. We can he would call on the British Navy to defend Ameri-
pay offhis debt in 15 years; b.ut we can never get can rights to Louisiana. (Napoleon was eager to sell
rid of his financial system. It mortifies me to be the territories, however, in order to purchase arms for
strengthening principles which I deem radically his planned invasion of England.)Jefferson was will-
vicious, but the vice is entailed on us by the first ing to overlook the tremendous benefits to the nation
error. In other parts of the government we shall from the Louisiana Purchase by reflecting that it
be able by degrees to introduce sound principles opened up a new area for the expansion of slavery,
and make, them habitual. What is practicable prevented the possibility of direct fraternizing be-
must often control pure theory. 37 tween French and U.S. republicans, and put millions

more dollars ofU.S, debt into the hands of the Baring
To oversee the disintegration program, Jefferson Brothers bankers in London.

appointed Albert Gallatin to be secretary of the Jefferson's efforts to destroy the United States as
treasury. Gallatin kept the Bank of the United States a potential world power had meant that French
intact; he had no other choice, since its charter lasted republicans such as Lazare Carnot, who had regained
for another eight years. However, during Jefferson's control of the government from the Jacobins, were
two terms in office he transformed the Bank from an left isolated. This led to the circumstances under

institution engaged in fostering development and which Napoleon first established himself as dictator,
growth to one entirely subservient to British banking and then was increasingly forced to break with his
interests. Under Gallatin, British banks were invited republican allies and to instead establish ties with the
to buy up the major portion of the Bank's debt in Habsburgs.
return for a short-term reduction in interest rates. Some light on Jefferson's professions of sympathy

Hamilton's policy during his term as secretary of for the oppressed is shed by the related story of the
the treasury had been to procure loans for the purpose uprising in Haiti. Napoleon moved to suppresss the
of investing in the rapid development of the country, republican forces of the former black slave Toussaint
Jefferson's policy was just the opposite. In accordance L'Ouverture, who led a successful slave revolt in
with his no-growth doctrine, Jefferson proposed a France's prized West Indies colony. Toussaint's ill-
complete halt to all new borrowings and elimination equipped forces, advised by Alexander Hamilton,
of the remaining outstanding U.S. debt within eight- wiped out 20,000 of the crack troops Napoleon sent
een years. In his first budget, which totalled $10 to the island. True to his Virginia roots, Jefferson not
million, $7 million went to the payment of debt only supported Napoleon against Toussaint and his
service alone, and the remainder to governmental forces, but called for French support "to starve them
operations, out." After the defeat, Napoleon decided to give up

The consequences of Jefferson's budgetary poli- the Americas and to sell the territories. 38
cies were murderous. The fledgling U.S. Navy was Furthermore, the addition of the Louisiana Ter-
destroyed, and the standing army was reduced to ritories was a boon to Jefferson's forces insofar as it
3,000 men. Newly opened U.S. embassies in a hum- gave a large number of people who were relatively
ber of European countries were shut clown and the backward compared to the population in the East a
ambassadors recalled, in order to cut expenditures, future voice in government. Andrew Jackson, who as

i
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THE EMBARGO

The British were happily aware of the consequencesof President Jefferson's "anti-British" embargo, as this British drawing
shows. Jefferson (standing at desk) tells his angry petitioners that the sailors idled by the embargo can be employed "in

various works of husbandry."

president completed Jefferson's work in destroying to regularly correspond with Albert Gallatin, Jeffe-
the National Bank, used the new territories as his son's treasury secretary. And after he was forced to

major base of support to win the presidency, flee the country, Burr lived in England with Jeremy
It was during Jefferson's second term, in 1807, Bentham, the prot_g_ of Jefferson's old ally Lord

that Aaron Burr was brought to trial for attempting Shelburne.
to organize a split-off of the Louisiana Territories Jefferson's last major act as President also turned
from the Union. During the trial, chaired by Chief out to be the fulfillment of his desire to indulge in the
Justice John Marshall, Jefferson became Burr's most Chinese model of economy. Ostensibly to counter
vociferous accuser. Yet it was later revealed that England's illegal impressment of American seamen,

Jefferson was merely covering his own tracks. During Jefferson, following in the footsteps of Adam Smith,
1805, shortly after Burr was denounced nationwide ordered a complete halt to U.S. trade, both imports
for his murder of Hamilton, Jefferson was meeting and exports. He claimed that this would hurt the
him at thc White House to map out plans to seize British, as well as encourage the development of
Spanish Florida by force. Even during 1806, while internal improvements. By the end of his term in
Burr was actively organizing a military insurrection offme he had nearly succeeded in collapsing the entire
in collaboration with Andrew Jackson, he continued cconomy.
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The longer-term effect ofhispolicies so weakened more Hamiltons, as he made clear in his letter to
the country that the British could once again attempt Adams:
to conquer the United States by military force, in the
War of _812. It took a full mobilization of the ! am just returned from one of my long absences,
republican forces around John Quincy Adams and the having been at my other home for five weeks
Careys to prevent America from being returned to past. Having more leisure there than here for
colonial status, reading, I amused myself with reading seriously

Plato's Republic. I am wrong, however, in calling
Education in Treason it amusement, for it was_he heaviest task-work l
After Jefferson left the White House he again retired ever went through. I had occasionally before
to private life, and until his death sixteen years later taken up some of his other works, but scarcely
never again left Virginia. But although out of govern- ever had patience to go through a whole dia-
ment,,Jefferson was not out of the battle. During this logue. While wading through the whimsies, the
period_he took direct and treasonous aim at the puerilities, and unintelligible jargon of this work,
foundations of the republic, and dedicated the rest of I laid it down long enough to ask myself, how it
his life to the eradication of the tradition led by the could have been, that this world should have so
man he called "the great falsifier," Plato. long consented to give reputation to such non-

After the American Revolution, as more schools senseasthis... ?
were founded on the local level, American children Education is chiefly in the hands of persons
began to be taught less on the _British model of who, from their profession, have an interest inthe
education and more on the indigenous American reputation and the dreams of Plato. They give the
model. The spread of compulsory primary education, tone while at school, and few in their after_years
led by Quincy Adams's collaborator, Dewitt Clinton, have occasion to revise their college opinions.
was key in this development. These American schools But fashion and authority apart, and bringing
combined the best aspects of Christian morality, Plato to the test of reason, take from him his
through the study of the Bible, with the Greek sophisms, futilities, and incomprehensibilities,
tradition of natural law as taught by Homer, by Plato, and what remains? In truth, he is one of the race
and up to Franklin. It was the spread of this "Platonic of genuine sophists, who has escaped the oblivion
Christianity" that Jefferson sought to stop. In a letter of his brethren, first, by elegance of his diction,
to John Adams of July 5, 1814, Jefferson outlined the but chiefly by the adoption and incorporation of

necessity of replacing Platonic/"myths" with the his whimsies into the body of artificial Christian-
study of empiricist science. In the letter, Jefferson ity. His foggy mind is for ever presenting the
revealed that his hatred of Plato stemmed from Plato's semblancesof objects which, half seen through a

ability to explicate the creative side of human menta- mist, can be defined neither in forth nor dimen-
tion as the lawful process of reason; in other words, sion....
the recognition that man is unique from the beasts Plato is canonized; and it is now deemed as
because he can act creatively to advance the develop- impious to question his merits as those of an
ment of mankind as a whole, and that this contribu- Apostle ofJesus. He is particularly appealed to as
tion to humanity is what defines the individual's an advocate of the immortality of the soul; and
immortality, his soul. Jefferson, embracing the me- yet I will venture to say,.that were there no better
chanistic credo of Aristotle, Plato's mortal enemy, arguments than his proof of it, not a man in the
and his followers Lockei Baoon, Newton, and Rous- world would believe it. It is fortunate for us, that
seau, was committed to stamping out the creative side" Platonic republicanism has not obtained the same
of man. favor as Platonic Christianity; or we should now

As Jefferson readily admitted, Plato was to him have been all living, men, women and children,
unintelligible, for in a true sense Jefferson had no pell-mell together, like beasts of the field or
soul--a fact he came close to admitting in so many forest...
words in other writings. His darkest fear, however, When sobered by experience, I hope our
was what he rightly called "Platonic republicanism," successorswill turn their attention to the advan-
and this was what he wanted to suppress at all cost. tages of education. I mean of education of the
Jeffer_0n wanted to make sure there would be no broad scale, and not that of petty academies, as

more .Platos, no more Leibnizes,_ and especially no they call themselves, which are starting up in
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every neighborhood, and where one or two men, tempted the creation of an institution of higher
possessingLatin, and sometimes Greek, a knowl- learning modeled on the University of Edinburgh,
edge of the globes, and the first six books of and dedicated to the dissemination of anti-Platonic
Euclid, imagine and communicate this asthe sum thought.
of science. They commit their pupils to the Back in 1788 in Paris, the son of Francois Ques-
theatre of the world, with just taste enough of nay, founder of the Physiocrats, suggested thatJeffer-
learning to be alienated from industrious pursuits, son found a university in Richmond made up of
and not enough to do service to the ranks of European educators. Although he rejected the idea at
science. We have some exceptions indeed. I pre- the time, Jefferson later decided to go ahead with the
sented one to you lately, and we have some plan. His model for what would become the Univer-
others. But the terms I use are general truths. I sity of Virginia was Edinburgh, the center for Eng-
hope the necessity will, at length, be seen of land's antirepublican intelligence operations.
establishing institutions here, as in Europe, where He had come to greatly admire Edinburgh when
every branch of science,useful at this day, may be he was collaborating with one of its professors, Du-
taught in the highest degree.3_ gald Stewart, in defeating the French humanists in

1789. At the time Jefferson maintained that "no place
What Jefferson meant by science must not, how- in the world could pretend to a competition with

ever, be confused with the science of Leibniz and his Edinburgh. Next to that the Universities of England
followers, the science that made possible the indus- and America present themselves. ''4°
trialization of America and Europe. What he sought In April 1824 Jefferson wrote to Stewart to ask
was to restrict science to the empiricist tinkering of him to guide Jefferson's representative, Francis Gil-
his own ideological mentors, and to do so he at- mer, in choosing professors for the new university

SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT

Thomas Jefferson is enshrined in Washington,
D.C. as one of the nation's greatest founding
fathers. It's time to set the record straight.

The United States Constitution, which cre-

ated the federal republic Jefferson fought unceas-
ingly to undermine, includes this strict definition
of treason:

"Treason against the United States, shall consist
only in levying waragainstthem, or in adheringto their
enemies,giving them aidandcomfort."

Although the Constitution does not make
any provision for posthumous determination of
the crime of treason, the continuing evil influence
of the Jeffersonian tradition would make it appro-
priate for Congress to hold hearings to expunge
Thomas Jefferson from the list of the United
States' founders, and o_cially establish the fact of
his perfidy once and for all.

The Jefferson Memorial in Washington
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Jefferson was trying to establish. He asked Stewart to 4. Memoirs,G,rresl,on,h'nceand Manuscripts qfGeneral Lafayette, published

take Gilmer to the universities at Oxford, Cambridge, byhis family, HarvardCollege Library.5. Linda Frommer, "How Pitt'sJacobinism Wrecked the French
and Edinburgh, and explained that Gilmer "when Rcvoluti,m," New Solidarity VI11:28-29 (June 3, 7, 1977).

arrived there will be a perfect stranger, and would 6. Merrill D. Pctcrson (cd.), The Portabh" Thomas Jefferson, Viking
• ,, Press, 1975, pp. 216-7.

have to grope his way in darkness and uncertainty. 7. lbid, pp. 226-7.
He asked Stewart to "lighten his path, and to beseech 8. In 1783Hamihoncompleted a manuscript that attackedAdam
you to do so is the object of this letter." Gilmer, Smith's Weahh ,fNations head on, according to a biography by his son

despite Stewart's help, was not very successful. The John Hamilton. The manuscript, which even today could have a
devastating impact on the way economics is taught, has never been

Virginia legislature had not fully cooperated with tound, and was more than likely destroyedby Hamilton's opponents.

Jefferson's plan, and money to recruit the elite Aris- Henry Cabot Lodge (ed.), The Worksqf AlexanderHamilton,G.P.
Putnam's Sons, 1904.

totelians of Europe was not allocated. His only success 9. Merrill D. Pcterson, Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation, Oxford
was the recruitment of a well-known language pro- University Press, 1970, p. 290.

fessor from Trinity College. 10.Ibid,p. 40.
11. Richard Henry Lee, The L!fe of Arthur Lee, Wells and Lilly, 1829.

Jefferson is sometimes credited with wanting uni- 12. The Ditchlcy Foundation is one of today's leading coordinators of
versal education, yet a look at his presidential admini- Anglo-American intelligence operations. Overseeing policy for the

stration, and his subsequent activities, shows this to be Council on Foreign Relations, it is currently responsible for spreading
a hoax. the idea of a necessary "controlled disintegration" of the world

economy. Jeffrey Steinberg, "Ditchley Foundation" (unpublished),
He claimed that his programs were "prevented" 1979.

by his cost-minded treasury secretary, Gallatin. Yet 13. Oliver Perry Chitwood, Richard Henry Lee: Stateman of the R_volu-
tion, West Virginia University Foundation, 1967, pp. 207-8.

his plan for national education in fact consisted of 14. Andrew A. Lipscomb (ed.), The Writings of" Thomas Jefferson,
separating the population into two distinct categories, ThomasJefli:rson MemorialAssociation,1904,pp.239-40.
"the laboring and the learned," so as to perpetuate 15. Julian p. Boyd (cd.), The Papers qf Thomas Jefferson, vol. 15,

Princcton University Prcss, 1958, p. 246.
peasant backwardness among the vast majority of the 16. Ibid, p. 97.
population. 17. Gouvcrncur Morris, Diary of the FrenchRevolution, B.C. Davenport,

In a letter to a friend, Peter Carr, in September ed., Boston, 1939.
18. Outlines of the L(ti' of General Lafayette-- With An Account of the

1814, Jefferson explained that after one to three years Revoh,tion ,!t183o,bya.lbllow officerof Lafayette (anonymous). "
of elementary schooling the two classes would be 19. TheP,,rtableJeffe,on, op. cir., pp. 464-5.

separated. The "laboring class" would go on to the 20. RobertHcndrickson,Hantihon,I,Mason/Charter,1976.
21. The Works of Ah'xamter Hamilton, op. cit.

"business of agriculture and handicrafts," the "great 22. Federalist No. 70.

democrat" wrote, while the "learned" would pursue 23. Fedenllist No.78.
higher education. "The learned class," he wrote, 24.FederalistNo.70.
"may still be subdivided into two sections, 1) Those 25.F,'der,,listNo.50.26. The PortableJefferson, op. cir., p. 428.
that are destined for the learned professions, as a 27. The Works,!fAh'xamh.rHamihon, op. cit., p. 255.

means of livelihood, and 2) The wealthy who, pos- 28. Richard Henry Lee, op. cit., p. 172.
sessing independent fortunes, may aspire to share in 29. Fe,h'ralistNo. 11.30. Alexander Hamilton, Papers on Public Credit, Commerce,and Finance,
conducting the affairs of the nation, or to live with Samuel McKcc,Jr., ed., Columbia University Press, 1957, pp. 101-38.

usefulnessand respect in the private rank Olr'''"llle."41 31. Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation, op. cir., p. 516.
32. John C. Miller, The FederalistEra, Harper & Row, 1960, p. 88.

Fortunately Jefferson was not successiul in erasing 33. Philip Frencau, Poems ,!fFreneau, Harry Heyden Clark, ed., Hafner,
America's Platonic tradition, a tradition that is again 1929, pp. xxviii-xxix.

being revived today in the 1980 presidential campaign 34. The Works ,!fAh'xander Hamihon, op. cir., pp. 255-7.

of Lyndon H. LaRouche and in the efforts of his 35. lbid,pp.271-3.36. The Fe&'ralistEra, op. cit., p. 160.
supporters. It is now up to all of us to see that the 37. ThomasJefferson amtthe New Nation, op. cit., p. 700.

battle waged by the real founding fathers of this 38. It is noteworthy in this context that the fate Jefferson had in mind
for American blacks may have included nominal freedom from slavery,

republic shall not have been fought in vain. but emphatically not a place in the American republic. In a counterin-
surgency plan advanced for its time,Jefferson called for a separate black
nation under neocolonial "protection." In 1824 Jefferson wrote, "...
send the whole of that population from among us, and establish them
under our patronage and protection, as a separate, free and independent

Notes people, in some country and climate friendly to human life and

1. Louis Gottschalk, Lafayette and the Close of the American Revolution, happiness." Letter to Jarcd Sparks, February 4, 1824. From Memoirs,
University of Chicago Press, 1942, p. 416. Correspon&'nceand Miscellanies,from the papers of ThomasJefferson, Thomas

* 2. Louis Gottschalk, "Lafayette as a Commercial Agent," American Jcfli:rson Randolph, cd., Gray and Bowen, 1830.
Historical Review XXXVI:1931, p. 561. 39. Ibid, w_l. IV, pp. 241-3.
3. Jared'Sparks (ed.), The Diph,matic Correspondence of the American 40. The Papers ,f Thontas Jefferson, op. cit., p. 204.
Revohmon, Boston, 1830, p.430. 41. Ibid.
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Adagio, ma non troppo. Marcia, assai vivace. Allegro.
31 66
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I Ludwig
Beethoven ....V_

the Founding
of America " "

by Warren Hamerman

Contrary to misinformed public and professional fact, was a celebration of the struggle to found andopinion, America was built as a Neoplatonic develop the American republic. Composed between
republic upon the music of Beethoven, Bach, and 1803 and 1805, Fidelio is the story of how Adrienne
Mozart. For the United States to survive as a nation, Lafayette (Leonora) heroically rescued her husband
the great music of these composers must resound once the Marquis de Lafayette (Floristan) from the prison
again throughout our land. where he was placed by the evil British prime minis-

Today's children and youth have been assaulted ter, Pitt (Pizarro.) Lafayette, of course, was the
with the "antimusic" and jungle rhythms of disco, symbol for the entire world of those European repub-
rock, and the banal twang of the folk guitar which so lican humanists who fought for the establishment and
destroy mental powers of creativity. America needs a replication of the American republic. Lafayette,
full-scale program to rescue the thinking minds of our George Washington, and General yon Steuben had
next generation through giving the young access to founded the Society of Cincinnatus to carry forward
the exciting and joyful culture of the greatest corn- the American republican program on a world scale.
posers. On November 5, 1823, four years before Bee-

During his own lifetime, the quality of develop- thoven died, a little notice appeared in the newspaper
ment of the American republic was a principal con- Morgenblattf;ir GebildeteLeser announcing that Bee-
cern and compositional focus for Ludwig van Bee- thoven had been commissioned by the Handel and
thoven. Haydn Society of Boston to compose an oratorio

In the last years of his life, Beethoven (who was with English text to celebrate the New World in
born in 1770 and died in 1827) was awaiting the America for a Boston premier. Unfortunately, the
completion of a libretto from which he would begin oratorio was never completed.
composing a second opera. The libretto, being writ-
ten by Johann Baptist Rupprecht, was commissioned Beethoven's American Premieres
by Beethoven under the title Die Begrundung yon As early as 1816 (eleven years before Beethoven died),
Pennsylvanien, or "The Founding ofPennsylvania." the early and middle string quartets were being

Beethoven's only completed opera, Fidelio, in performed in soirees in Philadephia and Boston. In
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1816, the year after the disastrous Treaty of Vienna, made in America. Graupner, Beethoven's principal
which consolidated Europe under Britain's hege- music agent in America, was also associated with the
mony following the Napoleonic Wars, the enor- theatrical troupe in which Poe's mother was a leading
mously significant Philadelphia Musical Fund Society actress. It was this same company which reportedly
was formed. The Chamber Orchestra of the Philadel- premiered English versions of Friederich Schiller's
phia Musical Fund specialized in performing the plays in America.
works of Mozart and Beethoven. During the 1820s From 1826 to 1836, M_ilzel, the inventor of the
the hundred-piece orchestra of the Philadelphia Mus- metronome and the subject of Beethoven's famous
ical Fund Society performed a different Beethoven canon "Ta, Ta, Ta, Lieber M_ilzel"--which also
symphony each year. During the midst of this Bee- became the principal theme of the Eighth Sym-
thoven ferment in America, the Philadelphia Acad- phony--lived in or visited the following American
emy of Music was formed in 1825. In addition to the cities: New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Richmond,
intense musical institutional growth in Boston and Charleston, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and
New York, Musical Fund Societies were founded in New Orleans. Besides whatever else he was doing,
Cincinnati (1819), St. Louis (1838), and Milwaukee M_ilzel distributed to musicians copies of Beethoven's
(1849). works. During the 1840s, two decades before the

The extent and depth of America's commitment Civil War, Beethoven's symphonies as well as works
to the highest quality of musical culture is perhaps by Mozart were regularly performed in New York,
best indicated by the formation of the New York Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, and New York.
Choral Society in 1824. In 1823 (the same year When the New York Philharmonic opened its first
Beethoven was commissioned to write his oratorio season in 1842, the first selection on opening night

for the Boston Handel and Haydn Society) there was Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
appeared an announcement of the principles on which I am indebted to my dear friend Joseph Martini,
the New York Choral Society was being founded, the chorus director of the Germania Society in Chi-
which defined its purposes as to present to the Amer- cago, for the following invaluable information: when
ican public the music of Abraham Lincoln was assassinated by British opera-

"THE GREA T MASTERS: tive John Wilkes Booth in 1865, choral groups were
formed in towns throughout the state of Illinois

HANDEL, HA YDN virtually overnight. When the presidential train car-
MOZAR T, BEETHOVEN..." rying Lincoln's bier made its famous journey back to

At its opening night, the New York Choral his burial place in Springfield, all along the route the
Society performed the "Hallelujia" section of Beet- train stopped to allow one town chorus after another
hoven's oratorio Christ on the Mount of Olives. to praise the great Lincoln with songs and hymns.

Thus, from the time that the great poet and These choruses then became the permanent Germania
republican leader Edgar Allan Poe was about ten choral groups, which performed Bach and Beetho-
years old until his murder in 1849, the music of ven's works.
Ludwig van Beethoven was being intensively intro-
duced to American audiences. During these years Music and Nation-Building
occurred the American concert premieres of Fidelio; The early history of Beethoven's music in America is
all nine symphonies, including the glorious Choral crucial today, not merely for America to rid itself of
Symphony in D Minor (the Ninth) given by the rock music and the drug culture and the equally
Philharmonic Society of New York at Castle Garden, destructive, banal "tune mania." Just as crucial for
New York City, on May 20, 1846; most of the string today is the significance of the history of great music's
quartets, the piano sonatas, and great oratorios, and role in America for the developing-sector nations. To
most of Beethoven's other principal works, achieve actual development, the most fundamental

The first known publicly advertised performance "technology transfer" to the populations of Africa,
of a Beethoven work had occurred on November 12, Asia, and Latin America will be to foster a musical ,

1817, in Lexington, Kentucky, where the Sinfonia con culture based on the works of Beethoven, Bach, and
Minuetto was performed by a full band under the Mozart, as presidential candidate Lyndon H. La-
direction of Anthony Philip Heinrich. Rouche has emphasized in his campaign platform.

By 1819 the famous music shop of Gottlieb The rich historialtraditionofcontrapuntalmusic
Graupner in Boston was carrying the scores of Bee- and great poetry in America is in principal causal
thoven works. Graupner was the sponsor of a singing relation to the great industrial and scientific develop-
tour which Edgar Allan Poe's maternal grandmother ment of the American nation. Standard historical
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myths, perpetuated by British and even corrupted American colony. John Milton, whose works had a
American historians and musicologists, portray early direct impact in America, was the son of an established
America as a cultural backwater populated by raw musician and composer. Milton himself was an ama-
peasantry and escaped European convicts. In fact, the teur organist, and is believed to have composed music
American colony was developed as a conscious proj- in addition to his poems, which were undoubtedly
ect of the most advanced Neoplatonic humanist meant to be sung rather than "recited." Milton's
thinkers and republican leaders of Europe. America's sonnet "To Mr. H. Lawes on His Airs" as well as his
founding fathers built a republican nation modeled "At a Solemn Musick," "Ad Patrem," and Paradise
upon the world outlook of Plato precisely to preserve, Lost, are most explicit developments of the Platonic
nourish, and develop the intellectual, cultural, and program for the absolute coherence of poetry and

; economic advancement of the population, music. Milton's proposals for a musical emphasis upon
The direct Neoplatonic influences upon the de- the education of youth in a republic are clearly

velopment of the American colony with respect to its defined in his Tractate of Education and Areopagitica,
quality of knowledge in great music and poetry were both written in 1664.
fourfold: From the middle of the seventeenth century

1. The Spanish humanist tradition, which was onward, psalm and hymn choruses developed
the principal "conveyor belt" of the great intellectual throughout America's growing towns and villages.
contributions of the Arab Renaissance, and the later Among the first works published by the young
kindred Italian Renaissance. American printer Benjamin Franklin in 1730 were

2. The profound scientific and cultural English choral music books. In fact, Franklin was "instrumen-
Renaissance associated with the Tudor period, tal" in organizing a mixed male and female chorus in

3. The great contributions of French humanist Philadelphia, an experiment he encouraged in other
networks from Josquin des Pr& and Rabelais through American towns.
the breakthroughs in political economy and modern Unquestionably, the decisive qualitative contri-
statehood associated with Richelieu and Mazarin. bution to American musical development was the

4. The specific republican humanist program of introduction of the music of Johann Sebastian Bach
the heirs of the great Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz,_ from the middle of the eighteenth century onward.
from Johann Sebastian Bach and Wolgang Amadeus The spread of Bach's music took a much more
Mozart to the incomparable Friedrich Schiller and universal course than merely through the choruses of
Ludwig van Beethoven. the Lutheran Church in German-American commu-

During the sixteenth century the musical capitals nities.
of the Americas were Mexico City and Lima, Peru in Popular misconceptions and standard musicology
New Spain. Music schools, choruses, and instrument- frauds to the contrary, J.S. Bach decisively did not
making centers were established and sent "on the conceive of his music as a mere recruiting tool for the
road" through much of the present Southeast and Lutheran Church. Bach was a great republican hu-
Southwest of the United States. The Platonic human- manist and Neoplatonic thinker who composed music

ist side of this development, as opposed to the geno- to elevate men and women from the bestial state of
cidal butchery of the conquistadores, was associated mere sensual gratification and sense perception to the
with the great Neoplatonic tradition of St. Augustine, level of universal knowledge and Reason. The sense
as the name for the first Florida settlement indicates, of living one's life for the universal purpose of
Manuscript copies of the works of Orlando di Lasso advancing mankind as a whole is expressed in Bach's
and Palestrina can be traced to the archives of the music through an absolute fidelity to advances in the
chorus at the Cathedral in Mexico City in the late principles and potentialities of contrapuntal music. It _

• sixteenth century. (Palestrina lived from 1525 to 1594, is upon the giant ecumenical foundations of Bach's
while Lasso lived from 1532 to 1594.) Most signifi- polyphonic music that Mozart and Beethoven them-
cantly, the principal men in the circle of the great selves developed.

_, Neoplatonic Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616), in- Johann Sebastian Bach's father and Bach himself
cluding the disseminators of his works in the New were extremely close to J.I. Pachelbel, the famous
World, were musicians! organist and composer of fugues, chorales, and other

works. Pachelbel, in fact, was the music teacher of

From Milton to Bach Bach's brother Johann Christoph and the godfather
The best of Elizabethan England Shakespeare, Bull, of Bach's elder sister Johanna Juditha. It is also said
Dowland, Morley, Thomas Campion, Byrd and that Pachelbel introduced J.S. Bach to the music of
other composers--was quickly transmitted to the the great Buxtehude.
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j.i. Pachelbel's own son, Charles Theodore Pach-" " " ' - - " " - elbel (1690-1750), an accomplished harpsichordist and
the composer of a Magnificat for eight mixed voices
(double chorus) and continuo, emigrated to America
in 1732. Charles Theodore, in fact, composed his
Magnificat in America, where he established a home in
Boston. As early as 1736 (only twelve years after J.S.
Bach composed the first twenty-four preludes and
fugues of The Well-Tempered Clavier), the following
advertisement appeared in a New York newspaper:

Concertof Musick, Vocaland Instrumental
For the Benefit of Mr. Pachelbel,

The HarpsichordPart performedby Himself.
The Germania Society,

thefirst European The Songs, Violinsand German Flutes
orchestra to tour the by Private Hands.

United States.

Charles Theodore Pachelbel lived in America

until his death in 1750, the same year as that of J.S.
TheNewYork Bach. Evidence has not yet surfaced for the numerous

Philharmonic Society's
firstprogram (right),in suggestions that he privately and in concert performed

1842, beganwith the works of Bach.
Beethoven's Fifth.

The American Moravians

A nineteenth-century Within the American colony in the eighteenth cen-
artistposited that tury the Moravians of Bethlehem and Nazareth,

GeorgeWashington Pennsylvania and their colony in North Carolina hadplayed the flute
(below). a profound impact on the musical education of Ben-

jamin Franklin, George Washington, and countless
others.

The Moravian Church was founded in 1457 by
followers of Jan Hus, the Czech religious reformer,
and was commonly known as the Moravian Brethren
from their name "Unitas Fratrum," or "Unity of
Brethren." The Moravian Church in America made

greater use of string and wind instruments in their
services than any other religious group in the colony.
Obbligato instrumental parts were common. As early
as 1742 the Moravians of Pennsylvania founded the
first Singstunde in America. In 1744 the group in
Bethlehem formed a "Collegium Musicum" to meet
regularly and practice vocal and instrumental music.
In addition to church music, the Collegium Musicum
informally played symphonies in concert by Carl
Friedrich Abel, Christoph Friedrich Bach, Joseph
Haydn, and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and cham-
ber music by Johann Christian Bach, Haydn, and
others. The Collegium Musicum also performed
large-scale works such as Handel's Messiah and

Haydn's Creation and Seasonsand other works.
According to the former director of the Moravian

Music Foundation, Donald M. McCorkle,

ir_ I_]-_, I_51_ F] i The Moravians tuned their whole lives to the
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sound of music. From morn to sunset, music was It is well known that Benjamin Franklin played
with them aschorales in the fields, at the table, on the harp and violin, and composed a string quartet for
journeys, at christenings, weddings and funerals. "3 violini con violoncello." Mozart composed music
In the evening, it graced special worship services for the "glass harmonica," an instrument invented by
or offered delight when the latest quartets of Franklin.
Haydn or Mozart were played by the Collegium George Washington also reports on a visit he
Musicum.On Saturday night, it was civic music made to a musical concert at the Moravian Church in

by the CollegiumMusicum,the Philharmonic So- Pennsylvania. Certain evidence (notably in his ac-
ciety, or perhaps the M_'nnerchor.The fare on such count books) documents the fact, reported by some
occasions might be symphonies, concertos, ora- biographers, that Washington played the violin.
torios, woodwind suites or songs. Sunday morn- In 1787 the Urania or Uranian Academy was
ing brought the customary Sabbath service, but formed in Philadelphia to promote the singing of
coupled with music in full glory, and especially great choral works. By 1809 Philadelphia formed
so in the Advent and Lenten seasons.It is doubtful both a society for the performance and study of
that any other communities resounded as did the chamber music (the Philadelphia Amateurs of Music)
Moravians' with brasses, woodwinds, strings and and a Philadelphia Haydn Society. In 1810, the
organs. Philharmonic Society of Boston was formed.

How important the fostering of a true polyphonic

Even more significant than their performances musical culture was to the forging of the American
was the Moravians' success in developing composers republic is indicated by the case of the upright piano.
of the general quality of the second-level circle The upright piano was invented by an engineer
around Joseph Haydn. One example was Johann named Hawkins of Philadelphia in 1800. Hawkins, a
Friedrich Peter, who was born in Holland in 1746, product of the networks and influence established by
came to America in 1770, and died in 1813 after living Benjamin Franklin, invented the first pianoforte up-
in Bethlehem, North Carolina, Maryland, and New right as the "Model T" musical instrument of its day,
Jersey. Peter composed over a hundred anthems for so that every farmhouse in rapidly expanding Amer-
chorus and instruments, and six quintets for two ica could have a good, sturdy instrument. Hawkins
violins, two violas, and violoncello. Another was designed an independent iron frame supporting the
Johannes Herbst, born in Germany in 1735, who came sound-board, a mechanical tuning device, and metal
to America in 1786 and died in North Carolina in action frames. The iron frame allowed for the cross-

1812, after composing more than 115 anthems for stringing of the bass strings, despite the increased
chorus and orchestra. John Antes, who is conjectured tension, such that the crossed strings fit in the more
to have made the earliest violin in America, was born compact upright case. To this day many a grandma or

in Pennsylvania in 1740, went to Europe in 1764, and grandpa in rural America still has an old upright in
died in 1811. Among numerous works he composed the farmhouse.
was an excellent Trio in E-Flat Major for Two The myths of an indigenous "John Wayne cul-
Violins and Cello. Jeremiah Dencke was born in ture" in America are frauds. Advanced humanist
Germany in 1725, came to America in 1761, and died culture spread rapidly, particularly after the opening
in 1795; his most accomplished compositions were of the Erie Canal in 1825, to new territories. After a
sacred songs for soprano, strings, and organ. David settlement was established and the church built, often
Moritz Michael (1751-1827) came to the United a long wait ensued for the delivery of the organ. In
States from Germany and conducted the first full the meantime, the upright piano or violin was making
performance of Haydn's Creation in America, and music in the community, and not the banjo/fiddle/
composed the earliest known woodwind composi- honky-tonk piano fare of Hollywood Westerns. Cer-
tions in America. tainly such backward musical strains existed: were

there not yodelers and oompah bands in Germany

, The Founding Fathers and Music during Mozart and Beethoven's lifetimes?
In his Autobiography Benjamin Franklin reports on a
visit he made to the Moravian Church in Bethlehem A Maine Example
in 1756: Bctty Kellogg, a cellist in the Boston area, has

generously shared with me her discovery of a book
I was at their church, where I was entertained titled Music and Musicians of Maine by George T.
with good musick, the organ being accompanied Edwards, published in 1928. The book contains new
with violins, hautboys, Flutes, Clarinets, etc. documentation of the contribution of Beethoven (and
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the other German classical composers) in the devel- tion' for the public with the help of four or five
opment of the American System. persons from Boston--hit or miss! And then just

The then frontier town of Portland, Maine be- think of this succeeding! Yet such is the fact! . . .
came the home in 1819--eight years before the great We would urge all parents, whether lovers
composer's death--of the first Beethoven Society in of music or not--to take their children and their
the United States, founded by tenor and clarinetist families with them tomorrow night. If they can
Edward Howe, who was a lifelong admirer of Beet- hear and feel, that is enough--they will get their
hoven's music, money's worth, we promise them; and learn

The Beethoven Society, which performed selec- something of that which, if they miss this oppor-
tions from Beethoven's Christ on the Mount of Olives as tunity, may continue forever unintelligible to
well as works by Handel and Mozart beginning in them--the astounding power of harmony; half a
1819, drew its ranks from innkeepers, notary publics, dozen efforts like this and the Character of Port-
painters, cabinet makers, cordwainers, grocers, shoe land will be established for a century.
dealers, butchers, tailors, and their wives and daugh-
ters, and even a steamship manufacturer. Edwards Another music critic in the same paper wrote:
points to the sense of national crisis following the _ '
War of 1812 as contributing to the quest for serious Many, we fear, will deny themselves the privilege
study of classical music. It may be significant that it of attending the Oratorio from the simple fact
was also in 1819 that Mathew Carey, the Irish-Amer- that they have no conception of the majestic
ican economist who revived the term "American grandeur of the piece to be performed; and many
System," gave his groundbreaking series of lectures more perhaps, from fear that they have no talent
attacking Adam Smith and the British "free trade" to appreciate its beauty. But to be gratified and
model of political economy in Phildelphia. even enraptured with this production it is not

After 1826 this group of mostly amateur singers necessary that a man should be familiar with the
and instrumentalists evolved into the Portland Sacred laws of 'acoustics,' or with music as a science;-

Music Society. In 1837 the Portland Sacred Music he only needs to have a soul. Whoever can listen
Society gave the first performance of an oratorio in to this without deep emotion, however defective
its entirety in Maine. They chose Haydn's Creation. his education or uncultivated his taste, might have

The reviews written on the occasion in local good reason to suspect that he has mistaken his
newspapers, cited by author Edwards, give an excel- species and is not what he though himself to be--
lent sense of the perception of our ancestors of the a human being ....
role of great music in nation-building. We quote here How did man, the most perfected specimen
some particularly relevant selections from The Adver- of creative power, rise in his native dignity before
tiser of April 25, 1837. our minds, while the part was sung which com-

menced with 'In native worth and honor clad!'

I cannot make up my mind to go to sleep without
bearing a word of testimony in season for tomor- During the second performance of the oratorio,
row night. A new era has occurred in the history, which drew record attendance for Portland, one of
of Portland. Forty-eight hours ago, I should have the most spectacular appearances of the aurora bo-
been among the first to laugh at the idea of realis ever seen in Maine occurred."While the society
getting up Haydn's 'Creation' here--and now, was singing the chorus, 'The Heavens are telling the
instead of laughing at the projectors, I should be Glory of God,' " recounts a local historian quoted by
among the foremost to vote them the thanks of Edwards, "there came the most extensive and brilliant
their country. Just think of being found in this auroral display the oldest inhabitants had ever seen.
high northern latitude--in depth of winter, with The entire heavens were aglow, being enveloped in
the snow three feet deep on a level (if one could coruscations of highly colored light .... The per-
find it) among a population of 15,000 14,500 of formance halted while the audience left the church to
whom have no idea of music whatever, while behold the wonderful transformations of radiant

one half, not to say three-fourths of the remain- beauty which filled the heavens."
der, have a wrong one--just think of their being
found some 40 or 50 persons, presumptuous Beethoven and Plato in America
enough--that's the very word--presumptuous L-yndon H. LaRouche has repeatedly emphasized that
enough, to dream of getting up Haydn's 'Crea- the music of Beethoven is based on a profound
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commitment to the Platonic world outlook. The _ .... _ "- _- ....
Platonic principle of development underlying espe-
cially Beethoven's later works is exactly that quality

of human self-perfection and reason which underlay
the founding of the American republic. In his well-
known biography of Beethoven, Schindler reports
that Plato was Beethoven's greatest inspiration as a
philosopher, while Friedrich Schiller, the great Neo-
platonic leader, was the most important political
republican influence upon him. Schindler, in fact,
reports that during the last thirteen years of Beetho-
ven's life he often reread Plato's Republic from a well-
underlined, well-annotated edition he always kept
with him. How fitting, therefore, that in the Timaeus Above: The Assembly

Plato actually used the Greek word for "composer" Hall inPortland,siteof
the first stage

to describe the creator of the universe, performance by

During the eighteenth century certain concerts ElizabethArnold, Poe's
mother (left).

were billed as special "academies." Beethoven was
the first composer to have organized special three- to
four-hour presentations entirely of his own works,
which he advertised as "Akademie," after Plato. Since

the death of Plato and the Academy of the Italian
Renaissance organized by Gemistos Plethon's student
Ficino, Beethoven organized the most profound aca-
demies in human history. The two most famous
"Akademie yon Beethoven" were on December 22,
1808, in the Theater an der Wien, where the Fifth
and Sixth Symphonies and the Choral Fantasy, Opus
80, were performed, and on May 7, 1824, in the
K_irntnerthor, where Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
and excerpts of his Missa Solemnis were premiered.

The concept of musical program in Beethoven's
Akademie had nothing in common with the destruc-

The first meeting place
tive delicatessen presented in today's concert halls: a of the Beethoven
flat or tawdry rendition of a Beethoven piece mixed Musical Societyin
with selections from weirdos like Stravinski or Cage Maine,right;below,an

or cultist Wagner, spiced with a bit of some tsarist amateurorchestra
formed in Maine in the

romantic. 186Os.
The presentation by Beethoven of his Ninth

Symphony at his 1824 academy is doubly significant,
for the original Schiller poem, "Lied an die Freude"
("Ode to Joy"), was written from the inspiration of
the great American Promethean thinker and republi-
can leader Benjamin Franklin. Franklin is the specific
reference for the words "Gf'tterfunken," or "divine
sparks." The Ninth Symphony is truly Beethoven's

° "American Symphony."
German republican leader Forster, a staunch par-

tisan of the American revolution and an admirer of

Franklin, had significantly shaped the city of Bonn of

Beethoven's youth into an area of deep political ] _--_ _ _ ._. _ _
republican spirit. All his life, Beethoven maintained ,_ r_ _,_1_,_'-_ _f_r-,_#g,g_'_ ]
a close spiritual affinity to the American republic. I_ _ _ I r ' _ ' [_' -- _ _ tl
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_ Thus, on December 20, 1822 Beethoven wrote to his

friend Ferdinand Rips in London,

If God will only restore my health, which has
improved at any rate, then I shall be able to
comply with all the offers from all the countries
of Europe, nay, even of North America; and in
that case I might yet make a success of my life.

In fact, Beethoven first indicated that he was

going to set Schiller's "Lied an die Freude"--the
tribute to Benjamin Franklin--as early as 1793, as is
documented in a letter from Professor Fishenich to

Charlotte von Schiller. Nearly thirty years later the

Ninth Symphony was completed.

Impact on America
The immediate prelude to the profound influence that
Beethoven's music had upon both the American
republican movement and its European collaborators
was the almost instant musical influence of Mozart on
both sides of the Atlantic. Mozart's chamber music

A pianofactory and symphonies had a critical impact on the American
(aboveand left), founding fathers during the 1780s, precisely the period
A Philadelphia
piano maker's tradecardof of the consolidation of the American republic and the
1817(below)advertises writing of the Constitution.
therecen@developed For instance, in the archives of the Moravians,

upright. Mozart trios and three symphonies can be traced back
to 1785, six years before Mozart was assassinated.
Furthermore, Mozart string quartets were performed
from manuscript copies by Wissahickon Pietists and
Moravians. Certain biographers of Mozart have sug-
gested that the second manuscript copy of each of
Mozart's works in the last years of his life was sent to
America for circulation.

Finally, Mozart's librettist, Lorenzo da Ponte, a
famous Dante scholar in his own right, emigrated to
America in 1805. From 1807 until his death at the age
of 90 in 1839, da Ponte was Columbia University's

first professor of Italian literature, as well as a principal
promoter of Mozart's works• Through his influence,
full performances were given in America of The
Marriage of F(qaro (1823), Don Giovanni (1826), and
The Ma¢ic Flute (1832). The Requiem received its first
full American performance in 1857, ten years after the
first Mozart Society in America was organized in
Chicago under the direction of Frank Lumbard.

Beethoven's music shaped the development of the
gencrations of Americans who preserved the Ameri-
can republic and led its industrial expansion in the
nineteenth century. (A British critic in the middle of
the nineteenth century commented on America's

, _ . ,, ,v, 3 _tu. -_. a'- %_1#-_#_ L _ uncanny love for Beethoven's music as if it were.-.. _ :: !_ _!-- !'. _! _ _ ![ t L_ somehow an American flaw.)
. ,. i I I I • I F•.J Iz erese, f
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One crucial example was the great Neoplatonic The truth is that Beethoven was sympathetic to
poet and republican leader Edgar Allan Poe, whose the "American faction" of Lafayette and Monge in
worldview was shaped within the American humanist France. As his deep admiration for Friedrich Schiller
cultural climate significantly enriched by Beethoven's attests, Beethoven's outlook was identical with that
music, of Lafayette and Washington's Society of Cincinna-

Poe emphasized as one of his fundamental orient- tus--which was bitterly attacked by the anarchist
ing principles the complete underlying coherence of Jacobins Danton and Marat.
great music and great poetry. Beethoven's influence The second myth about Beethoven, which falls
on Poe's artistic thinking is nowhere more clearly into both the category of persistence and error, is that
indicated than in Poe's essay "The Rationale of Beethoven (and indeed, all great music) is "irra-

• a_ '9 99

Verse. Poe polemicizes against what he calls the tional, and antiscientific. This strikes at the core of
"monotone approach to verse," which ignores the Beethoven's admiration for the American republic,
musical qualities of phrasing, tonal development, and the role his music played in its development. For
rhythm, and melodic development. "Monotone Beethoven, after Schiller, adopted Plato's epistemo-
verse" instead substitutes a pure grammatical orien- logical policy as it is developed in the Timaeus; the
tation of scansion, where fixed scalar bits of speech scientific principle governing the workings and de-
replace the qualities of multivoiced musical develop- velopment of the universe is that it was "composed,"
ment. and lends itself to further "compositional develop-

Poe is committed to nothing less than the program ment" by man. To understand and act daily on this
of musical counterpoint central to the method of policy is what it means to be an American.
Beethoven and his predecessors. For poety, writes
Poe, the most significant orientation is the "Principle
of Music" hidden in great poetry.

It may not have been mere circumstance that in
the same year Poe was murdered, 1849, the American References

Alexander Wheelock Thayer first went to Europe to Biogral,hy of Beethoven by Anton Schindler and Life of Beethoven by
commence research for his monumental biography of Alexander Wheelock Thayer are both readily available. The
Beethoven. His father's family is believed to be Tbaycr book is by far the best detailed "map" of the incidents of

related to the Thayer who first commanded West Becthovcn's life, but it is often rather ponderous in its sifting of
evidence. This is not so much the problem of Thayer as his

Point Academy. His mother's family, the Bigelows, posthunious cditor. The Schindlcr book, whose anecdotal innac-
were the principal collectors of documents, paintings, curacies can bc readily corrected by consulting Thayer simulta-

and memorablia of Benjamin Franklin. In fact, during neouslv is to bc praised for its cmphasis on Beethoven's enormousintellectual debts to Plato and Schiller. Also, Paul Nettl'sBeethoven

the Civil War, it was a Bigelow who, while the U.S. Handb,,ok (Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.) proved useful in
ambassador to France, discovered the original une- providing some leads into the early history of Beethoven in

dited text of Franklin's Autobiography. America. As complete an edition as is obtainable of Beethoven's
Letters is indispensable; consult various editions simultaneously, as

Alexander Thayer died before completing his the translations tcnd to take wild liberties in the substance of

primary plan, which he described in an 1878 letter as thought.

"a plan I had now formed of a pretty exhaustive "Fidclio:Beethoven'sCelebrationof the AmericanRevolution"by
biography of Beethoven for American (not for Ger- Donald Phau and "Poe's Concept of Poetry" by LyndonH.
man) readers, with the hope of supporting myself by LaRouchc,Jr. arc both in The Campaigner,Vol.XI, No. 6,August

" 1978. Indispensable discussion of Beethoven's method is contained
writing for the Tribune and one or two other papers, in "Think Like Beethoven"by Anno Hellenbroich in The

Campaicner, Vol. XI, No. 1, February 1978, and in two articles by
A Closing Note Lyndon LaRouche, Jr. in The Campaigner, Vol. XII, No. 1,

Beethoven's profound commitment to the Neopla- Septcmber 1979: "How to Introduce Beethoven to American

tonic quality of the American republic, and the Laymen," and "Tbe Principle ofComposmon .

influence of his music on the rapid development of Musicqf the AmericanMoravians,Columbia"Odyssey" stereo album,

the United States, dispels several myths bandied about Thor Johnson conducting the Moravian FestivalChorusandOrchestra and members of the Fine Arts Quartet (Album No.
in program notes, record jacket blurbs, shoddy bio- 32160340,Library of Congress catalog card number 77-150124.)
graphies, and incompetent scholarly papers. The most An excellent selection of the finest choral and ensemble music of

persistent and erroneous of such myths is that Beet- composersPeter,Herbst,Antes,Dencke,Michael, andLeinbach.Scores of Moravian musical compositions are available in Lincoln
hoven was a French-Jacobin sort of "revolutionary" Center Library, New York as well as in the archives of the

committed to the philosophy of Rousseau and Vol- Moravian ChurchinPennsylvania.

taire. Beethoven's well-known angry scratching out Theory and l'ractic_",fPiano, Construction by William B. White is available
of Napoleon's name on the dedication of his Third as a Dover paperback and contains the story of the invention of

Symphony is used to color this image of the composer, tbcupright pianoinAmericaandmuchmore.
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What are the

Labor Committees Today?

by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

In preparation for "Leadership in the tion with it. To those who look at scientific association of a sort for
1980s," thefirst international confer- the matter from the opposite van- which there is no known parallel
ence of the International Caucus of tage point, those who consider the during the present century to date.
Labor Committees, Lyndon H. La- ICLC itself as the center of their The most precise historic prece-
Rouche, Jr., thefounder of the ICLC, interest in the proceedings, it is my dent is Plato's Academy at Athens,
wrote the essay we present here. Ap- role as the initiator of a process way back during the fourth cen-
pended to it is the text of the Statutes which became the ICLC which tury before Christ. There have
adopted at the conference, which was will attract attention to.nay address been other networks organized on
held December 28-30, 1979 in De- on that occasion, the Platonic academy model since
troit's Cobo Hall. There are reasons which the fourth century B.C., ofcourse.

prompt me to write and publish Two of the more recent and bet-

The International Caucus of certain remarks on that forthcom- ter-known instances are the net-
Labor Committees will con- ing conference now. Since I am a works associated with Gottfried

clude the year 1979 with its first candidate, citizens generally have Wilhelm Leibniz during the latter
delegated conference in Detroit, a rightful desire to have me ac- part of the seventeenth century,
Michigan, in the United States. count for the sort of activities and and Benjamin Franklin's imitation
On that occasion, in a conference associations I represent, apart from of Leibniz's form of scientific net-
surrounded by musical activities, I the candidacy itself. Otherwise, work-organization during the
shall be privileged to deliver the the ICLC is a most unusual sort of eighteenth century. Of course
keynote address, organization, a type of organiza- originally George Washington,

There are two, overlapping tion which has no accurate label in the Marquis de Lafayette, and
features of my role as keynote conventional speech. These two Baron von Steuben constituted the
speaker at this conference. To a sorts of curiosity ought to be sat- Society of Cincinnatus in 1783 as
growing audience of citizens isfied. Therefore, I take this occa- a military and scientific association
throughout the United States, and sion to inform you of the most on the same basis; The early nine-
also in many other nations watch- basic things about the ICLC and teenth-century U.S. transatlantic
ing my part in this election cam- how that organization developed intelligence service of John Mar-
paign, the ICLC conference will into what it is today, shall, Lafayette, Morse and others
be notable because of my associa- The ICLC is an international was a direct outgrowth of the
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In his keynote addressto the 600
people attending the ICLC con-
ference, Lyndon LaRouche, a
Democraticcandidatein the 1980

presidential race,stressedthat the
only way to swerve the world
away from descent into a new
Dark Age is "to tilt the internal
political processesof the United
States." Just as Alexander the

Great, protfgf of Plato's Acad-
emy, stopped the PersianEmpire
and launched history's greatest
city-building project, he said,by
engaging his armies "in battles
they couldnot conceiveand which
they did not want tofight," so a
LaRouche presidency will wield
U.S. power to "compel evil to do
good."

Photo: NSIPS/Linda Ray]

Society of Cincinnatus, closely educational seed-crystal enter- matter rigorously, it would be not
tied to French and other continen- prises, and special business opera- only apparent, but conclusively
tal-European centers of scientific tions, including publishing com- demonstrated, that the form of the
as well as politicalactivities. There panies and an international ICLC's activities is a product and
were numerous other important political-intelligence news agency reflection of the motivating meth-
precedents before Leibniz's net- which has gained some authority odology which guides the organi-
works, but during the twentieth and influence during recent times, zation's judgment and directs and
century to date, only the ICLC has In general, if one takes such energizes its activities.
resurrected that precedent, predicated proprietary and spun- That is enough of mere de-

Looking at the ICLC from the off activities as an entirety, a scriptive terms and glosses. Let us
outside, there is considerable evi- scholar of ancient history would now shift our approach, and look
dence which demonstrates the Pla- note obvious similarities to the at the present-day ICLC from the
tonic-Academy likeness. The Platonic Academy. However, standpoint of the history of its
ICLC's activities in its own right these activities are the predicates, evolution into what it is becoming
range from political projects, such the shadows, the footprints, so to today.
as creating political parties, speak, of that essential quality
through fundamental scientific re- which more directly and conclu- A Personalized View
search activities, historical and sively characterizes the ICLC's ex- of the Matter
other scholarly researches. Fre- istence. Like most organizations of durable
quently, once the ICLC has devel- The essence of the matter is qualities, this organization was not
oped a conception into a workable brought into focus by concentrat- born with the name 'International

' form of practice, members of the ing on the methodology of the Caucus of Labor Committees.' At
ICLC collaborate with persons ICLC. That methodology is rig- the beginning, back during the
and groups outside the ICLC orously Platonic--in opposition to spring of 1966, it had no name at
membership, jointly founding the methodology of Aristotle, for all. Then it was merely a process,
various qualities of enterprises at example. Or, it would be better, a process defined by a one-semes-
arm's length from the ICLC itself, more accurate, to define the ter course in economics and meth-
These include regular business or- ICLC's method as Neoplatonic. odology, a course I was giving in

I ganizations, scientific associations, If one examined the whole whatever best approximation of a
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suitable sponsorship was appar- the teacher had been led to an teacher had correctly assessed the
ently available, a course I was important scientific breakthrough character and implications as well
teaching for the purpose of selec- in economics beginning in 1952. as onset of the 1957-1958 recession.
tively recruiting the kind of gifted Out of that breakthrough there Shortly thereafter, he had accu-
young Americans I required to had followed the elaboration of an rately projected the onset of a
build a new kind of organization economic-analytical apparatus, sequence of generally worsening
from proverbial scratch, specific conjunctural judgments monetary crises in the Bretton

To bring the earliest days of concerning the most probable al- Woods system to occur beginning
this process into focus, one must ternative courses of development the middle of the 1960s. He had
take into account three prominent of the postwar monetary system, also projected a programmatic al-
features of the meeting of teacher and correlated judgments con- ternative to that crisis spiral.
and students back during the 1966- cerning the political and social The purpose of the one-seines-
1973 period during which that sequelae of these economic and ter course was to select a group of
one-semester course was given, monetary developments, persons, predominantly graduate

First, the teacher's relevant The economic-monetary con- students or gifted undergraduates,

background, junctural features of the teacher's who would develop collectively
The teacher had been com- work were foremost impulses be- as a catalytic agency, an agency to

mitted to Leibniz's philosophical hind the launching of the one-se- intervene into the developing pro-
outlook and method since early inester teaching program during ,cess of crisis and to embed in
adolescence. Under that influence, spring 1966. By early 1957, the larger, policy-shaping institutions

both the perceptions and specific
programmatic actions which
would lead toward the creation of

a new world monetary order. The
content, including the required
concentration-span of the course,
acted as a more or less efficient

sieve; unsuitable potential recruits
generally flunked out of the course
within the first several weeks, or

were simply not drawn to under-
take it in the first place.

The targeted population of
prospective students was located
in and around the "New Left"-
centered ferment of the middle to

late 1960s. The systematic criticism
of failed and otherwise incompe-
tent conceptions and practices of
the "Old Left" and "New Left".

was the characteristic organized
activity of the small group which
was formed out of a fraction of the
students of each semester.

The highlights of the group's
fPho_o:NS_PS/_ulK_cprz_J1966-1973 history need only be

The New Year's Eve concert by members and collaboratorsof the summarized. That summary suf-
Humanist Academy that followed the ICLC conferenceshowed that it rices to identify the crucial features
was possible to combine the Academy's largely amateur choral and of the process by which the ICLC
instrumentalforcesfrom all over the United States with establishedvocal emerged from the embryonic
and instrumentalsoloists.Above, the Humanist Academy chorusduring form of the developing, earlier
the "Hallelujah"from H_'ndel'sMessiah, one of severalsoloandchoral phases of organization.
selectionsfrom that work in the three-and-a-half-hourconcert. The first activity of the group

to gain significant notice nation-
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wide, and to some degree inter- of tactical counterintelligence Walsh and Mrs. Schroeder, were
nationally, was a special operation against Herbert Marcuse's and re- directly involved in an elaborate
deployed against the anarchoid, lated activities in NewYork City; drugging operation against a
"neo-Fabian" New Left at Col- it involved, more importantly, a member of the European Execu-
umbia University. A handful, to- systematic demonstration that the tive Committee of the ICLC, Mr.
taling about 35 persons, ran a Mark Rudd-centered, Ford Foun- Christopher White. This drug-
preemptive strike action at Col- dation-funded "action faction" in ging operation was part of a
umbia University. This was done New York and national SDS rep- "chaos and confusion" operation
for the purpose of seizing direction resented a replication in rather fine deployed against the U.S. Na-
of a large-scale action already detail of the Mussolini variety of tional Caucus of Labor Commit-
projected by the anarchoid New fascism. In other words, the group tees. As confirmed by one No-
Left, and by seizing direction, to was introduced to epistemological vember 1973 FBI document
draw the radical ferment in that methods of counterintelligence, released under the Freedom of In-
vicinity under the hegemony of and introduced thus into the busi- formation Act (FOIA), this oper-
the group's intellectual and pro- ness of treating simple tactical in- ation involved an optional assassi-
grammatic influence, and away telligence as asubsumed featureof nation against LaRouche, an
from the philosophy and method epistemological counterintelli- assassination to be blamed on the
oftheanarchoidelements, gence. Communist Party U.S.A., and

Massive funding of the anar- During 1969-1970, the group known otherwise to involve the
choid forces by the Ford Founda- extended its activities to continen- deployment of a terrorist arm of
tion, funding conduited through tal Western Europe. This initial Puerto Rican nationalist elements.
the Institute for Policy Studies effort centered in the Greek move- During 1975, the ICLC be-
(chiefly), wrenched control of the ments, and spread out from that came visibly the subject of interest
Columbia situation away from the point of reference into other na- of the highest levels of the City of
small 35-member group. How- tionalities in Europe. It was in the London finance, leading to Henry
ever, despite that setback, the Greek work that the group first A. Kissinger's personal, repeated
group launched a new and very became subject to direct, extensive deployments against LaRouche
effective operation against the operations by British secret intel- abroad, as well as within the
Ford Foundation's and Institute ligence. Following August 1971, United States, during the autumn
for Policy Studies' late-1968 effort during the period the group, then of 1975--again, as confirmed by
to create a New York City, anti- the U.S.A. National Caucus of FOIA-released official documents
Semitism-riddled race riot against Labor Committees, initiated an of the FBI, State Department, and
the United Federation of Teach- international private political-in- other agencies.
ers. telligence news agency as an activ- These British-intelligence-

In consequence of those two ity, British intelligence conducted centered international deploy-
successive operations by the its first significant penetration-de- ments against the ICLC are of the
group, then bearing the adopted ployment into the organization, utmost practical significance for
name of "SDS Labor Commit- generally coordinated under the understanding the developing
tees," the group was classed as a same Sussex-Glasgow elements of character of the ICLC into the
"menace" by the left wing of British secret intelligence to which present moment.
what is usefully identified as the such figures as Henry Kissinger If the spun-off private politi-
"Kennedy machine" in the and Zbigniew Brzezinski are his- cal-intelligence news agency of

, United States. By 1973-1974, these torically subordinate. During the ICLC, New Solidarity Inter-
escalating attacks by the Kennedy 1973-1974, these implanted capa- national Press Service, had been
machine involvedvisible, coordi- bilities of British secret-intelli- merely another small news
nated covert operations against the gence operations were first used agency, even with the unusual
group by MI-5 and other elements for a series of nasty operations in quality of intelligence, back-
of British-Canadian secret intelli- both Western Europe and the ground, and development of
gence. United States. NSIPS's personnel, NSIPS would

It was during the summer of The year-end 1973-1974 op- not have become anything ap-
1968 that the group first became eration is rather famous in some proximating the authoritative
consciously involved in counter- circles, agency it has become during the
intelligence methods. This activity Two of the most notorious recent period. Passively observing

I involved not only ordinary sorts agents of British MI-5, Mr. Paul the world is one thing; being situ-
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ated in the center of key interna- generation of technology, a con- These researches enabled the
tional controversies, being a target vergence leading into the cooper- ICLC to identify not only the
of one of the principal forces in- ative development, in cooperation convergence of its own work with
volved in those international con- with scientists outside of the the tradition of the Academy at
troversies, was key. It was the ICLC, oftheFusion Energy Foun- Athens; the influence acting on
maturation and application of the dation during 1974. LaRouche from adolescence on-
same epistemological counterin- These two facets of ICLC ex- ward (in particular), both the spe-
telligence methods employeddur- perience, the explicitly political cific Leibniz influence and his
ing summer 1968 to assessthe fas- and the scientific, are at the center Leibnizian approach to the Amer-
cist character of the Mark Rudd- of the ICLC's emergence as a rep- ican Revolution heritage of a so-
centered group which, applied to lication of Plato's Academy at ciety based on realizing techno-
the problems created for us by Athens. logical progress, was understood
British secret intelligence, enabled Just as the ICLC's political as the kernel of the Platonic tradi-
us to crack certain of the key philosophy and method were in tion which LaRouche had, how-
secrets of British intelligence, and the mainstream of Leibniz's tradi- ever unwittingly at the time,
to thus develop a political-intelli- tion, so the standpoint of the embedded within the axiomatic
gence capability of a quality ex- ICLC's scientific work was cen- features of the organization first
ceeding that of many governments, tered around the vantage point of launched during 1966.

Parallel to this emphatically the current leading through Leib- It is epistemologically correct,
political side of the ICLC's expe- niz into Riemann's 1854 "Hy- therefore, to state that the organi-
rience and correlated develop- potheses Which Underlie Geom- zation was "organically" Neopla-
ment, there has been the ICLC's etry." Out of this parallel work tonic in character of method, out-
scientific activity, developed the understanding that look, and practice from its 1966

During the 1971-1973 period, the division between the heirs of beginnings onward. It is more ac-
LaRouche promoted the develop- Plato and Aristotle in politics and curate to report that this "or-
ment of a scientific-intelligence the division between the heirs of ganic," underlying characteristic
capability within what was to be- Plato and Aristotle in science were became a conscious determinant
come, in 1974, NSIPS. This activ- in fact two interconnected facets of the organization's choice of di-
ity was originally run under the of the same ages-long struggle, rections beginning about 1974,
rubric of "research and develop- This emerging clarity on the and as a consolidated outlook by
ment," and involved two princi- epistemological-historical content spring 1977. Now, in all essential
pal lines of investigation and fun- of present world conflicts and is- matters, we have discovered fully
damental researches. Both sues was consolidated during our historical heritage; now, we
branches of this activity flowed 1976-1977. The following princi- are to be described only as a mod-
directly from the implications of pal activities of that period shaped ern replication of the Platonic
the successful embedding of the that consolidation. First, there was Academy at Athens.
methods of Riemannian physics the maturation of years of study of
into the economic science of the the American Revolution. Sec- An Instrument of Natural Law

organization. The first branch em- ond, there were the implications That summary of the ICLC's his-
phasized a thorough, epistemolog- of uncovering the truth concern- tory subsumes all the qualifications
ical treatment of the work of ing Watergate (in January 1974). and other caveats to be taken into
Bernhard Riemann and Georg Third, there was the parallel work account in submitting the state-
Cantor (principally). The second, done by Helga Zepp and Criton ment that, today, the ICLC is such
cohering branch of research activ- Zoakos on ibn-Sina and the Is- a replication of the Academy at
ity emphasized both an analysis of lamic ren_lissance, which Helga Athens.
the thermodynamic history ofhu- Zepp continued in her work on That qualification given, we
man cultural development, and a Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa and may now proceed to make two
correlated investigation into the Friedrich Schiller. Fourth, there general points. First, we summa-
principles underlying both the was the work on Beethoven, dni- rize the underlying determinants

commonality and qualitative dis- tiated by LaRouche and continued of a Neoplatonic academy such as
tinctions of biological and mental- by Anno Hellenbroich and others, the ICLC is today. Secondly, we
creative processes. Both branches Fifth, there was the work on the summarize the kind of organized
of activity converged upon the Academy of Athens, by Criton activity such an association must
promotion of the development of Zoakos, Uwe Parpart, and their naturally subsume.
thermonuclear fusion as a new immediate collaborators. The term natural law is used
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European Executive Committee member Anno Hellenbroich, who conductedthe performancesof Beethoven's
Choral Fantasy that openedthe conferenceandclosedthe New Year'sEve concertthatfollowed theevent, titled his
conferencepresentation "Creating Tomorrow's Beethovens." The Humanist Academy, which "hasbroughttogether
ICLC memberswith professionalmusiciansdedicatedto reviving the musicalcultureout of which Beethoven and the
othergreat composerscame, is also engagedin a "crucialexperiment" in children'smusic education.Hellenbroich(at
far right) describedhow the Academy is teachingthe basicsof polyphonic methodand composition,illustratingwith
performancesby agroup of Humanist Academy studentsfrom New York.

today with equal freedom to mean "new right"). In its original usage, nant features of the U.S.
two directly opposite, irreconcil- "natural law" is associated with Constitution, and which were
able things. In its wrong usage, the Platonic-Neoplatonic tradi- strongly reflected in the U.S. Fed-
"natural law" is employed by tion, including Augustinian eral Court under Supreme Court
British culture to signify the con- Christianity in its most essential ChiefJusticeJohn Marshall.

, ception of man and nature traced theological as well as secular-sci- The principle of actual natural
from the writings of the corrupt, entific arguments. This contro- law, the same conception ofnatu-
Jesuit pederast Sir Francis Bacon, versy was defined during the ral law embedded in apostolic
as continued through Bacon's im- eighteenth century by the contro- Christianity, is identical with
mediate successors (Hobbes, versy between the relatively Pla- Plato's development of the notion
Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau), tonic-Neoplatonic schools of nat- of the "hypothesis of the higher
and as continued in a slightly al- ural law jurisprudence of Leibniz hypothesis." It is the ontological
tered form after David Hume by and Pufendorf and the opposing implications of that notion, as in-
the modern spokesmen of"British school of Locke and Montesquieu. clusively stated in Plato's Timaeus
philosophical radicalism" (Ben- It was the Leibniz-Pufendorf in- dialogue, which are used by apos-
tham, the Mills, Ruskin, Dewey, fluence of anti-British legal philos- tolic Christianity, as well as by
James, the existentialists, and the ophy which shaped the predomi- Rabbi Philo Judaeus of Alexan-
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The creationof genius was the subject of Dr. Uwe Parpart'spresentation to the ICLC delegateson his work in
teachinggeometry to some dozen childrenagessix to eleven, using the sameprinciplesthat apply to the composition
of works ofgreat art. Those principles, he said,alsodefine thegeometry-basedtraditionin physics that hasproduced
thegreatest discoveries.He describedhow the crucialprinciple of leastactionwas taught using soapbubbles,while
some of his studentsdemonstratedat their "geometry booth" (above).

dria, to define the nature of God, The empirical distinction of cessive advances in the technology
the proof of the Trinity principle, the human species, as manifest by of human productive practice;
and the consubstantiality of divine those societies which represent these advances enable societies not
and mortal in the living Jesus successful development of the only to supersede the relatively
Christ. It is that latter coherence of numbers and per capita productive finite primary resources of any one
apostolic theology and scientific power ofpopulations, is a progress level of culture, but to increase
method which one implies most in willful mastery of the lawful and cheapen the scope of new
directly by employing the term ordering of the universe, dimensions of primary resources
"Neoplatonic." This progress is shown to be over those domains of practice

This notion, the notion of the indispensable for the continued being superseded.
"hypothesis of the higher hypoth- existence of the human species, The qualitative, subsuming
esis," is developed rigorously by especially if the rudimentary ther- correlative of such technological
proceeding from an examination modynamics of human material advances is scientific progress.
of the fundamental distinction be- existence are taken into account. This basic scientific progress serves
tween the lower beasts and man. Any fixed level of technology cot- society by a two-fold, overlapping
It is on this point that the imme- responds to a range of relatively means. Science, as education and
diate and total bestiality of the finite primary resources; there- improved culture, informs andde-
philosophy of Bacon, Hobbes, fore, the simple perpetuation of a velops the mental powers of the
Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau, societyina fixed culture mustlead citizenry. Science as "capital
Humc, Bentham, Mill, Dewey, to a genocidal decay of that cul- goods" of production enables
James, et al. becomes immediately ture. Successful branches of hu- mankind not only to increase the
and irrefutably evident, man existence correspond to suc- energy commanded per individual
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! beyond muscle-resources, but to beast's mode of biological exist- plished by developing oneself as a
persistently increase the energy- ence is relatively fixedin the range creative intelligence, through
density of production, and thus of adaptations it subsumes. A beast which one contributes to the col-
man's power per capita over na- can not qualitatively advance its lective duty of mankind, to perfect
ture. The combining of a cultured mode of species-existence; man man's lawful mastery of the uni-
productive labor force with the must so advance in order to sur- verse, and to develop that universe
"capital goods" fruits of scientific vive. under man's dominion. The de-
progress is the essential character All British philosophy since velopment and realization of the
and precondition for successful Bacon is characterized• by both an individual's creative-mental po-
continuation of human existence, obsessive, hysterical denunciation tentialities in the context of scien-

In the domain of knowledge, of the principle of hypothesis tific progress becomes the moral
this progress signifies that no exist- (e.g., Isaac Newton), and by ef- imperative f_orboth the individual
ing, fixed body of scientific and forts to adduce human behavior and for the ordering of societies.
related knowledge could possibly from a study of animal behavior, This conception of natural
represent truth about the lawful or what we today call "behavior- law and its practical implications
ordering of the universe. The ism" in psychology, sociology, is the essence of the Platonic con-
truth lies in the process of creative- and anthropology, as well as Brit- ception of the republic.
mental activity which accom- ish varieties of so-called political
plishes successive, revolutionary science. It is for this reason that we The Republic
advances in levels of fixed knowl- are strictly obliged, as well as per- Modern commonplace overtones
edge. Hence, to locate the lawful mitted, to term British liberalism of the term "government" tend to
ordering of the universe for hu- bestiality, block the ordinary citizen from
man knowledge, we must elevate It is the obsessive denial of comprehending the special mean-
our study from the simple hy- hypothesis which is incorporated ing of the idea of society's self-
potheses of ordinary scientific ex- in the British, bestialist doctrine of government within Platonic out-
perimental inquiry, into a study of "inductive scientific method." It looks.
those principles of scientific dis- is the subsumption of animal be- In the best society, there need
covery which account for general, havior as the model for individ- be no government as we ordinar-
revolutionary advances in levels ually determined human behavior ily define government today.
of scientific and related knowl- under such a doctrine of "purely Rather, the leading intellectual in-
edge. What kinds of hypotheses inductive science" which is the fluences within society would
govern scientific revolutions, as kernel of what the British and contribute leadership in ideas
distinct from the kinds of experi- their dupesterm"naturallaw." around which the society as a
mental hypotheses which enable The theological standpoint of whole would evolve its practice.
us to extend and perfect an exist- Philo and of Apostolic Christian- However, as Plato empha-
ing level of scientific knowledge? ity is centered, as in the Gospel of sizes, the actual self-government
This defines what we mean by St. John, in the ontological con- of republics must, unfortunately
"higher hypotheses." Next, we clusions of Plato's Tirnaeus dia- conform to the model of the sec-
must focus on a higher-order logue. The "hypothesis of the ond-best choice of state, a consti-
transfinite, that which is transfinite higher hypothesis" is the Logos or tutional republic with a distinct
with respect to adducible "higher Word of apostolic Christianity, institution of government in the
hypotheses." That higher-order and the Being which the universe modern sense of government as an
principle, which subsumes the or- is, which must be in coherence institution.
dering of "higher hypotheses" as with the Logos ("hypothesis of This obligation to adapt to the
an epistemological-historical se- the higher hypothesis") is the con- second-best form of society arises
quence, is the "hypothesis of the tinuously creative principle, anal- because of the imperfect develop-
higher hypothesis." This is the ogous to the highest of the quali- ment of the people of actual soci-
same principle reflected in Rie- ties we associate with human eties. Those people are on three
mann's 1854 paper, "The Hy- creative intelligence, which distinguishable levels of mental
potheses which Underlie Geome- Philo's Judaism, Christianity, and and moral development. The low-
try." the Islam of ibn-Sina know as est level of mental and moral de-

It is man's association with a God. velopment is represented by the
potential discovery of the "hy- Conversely, the purpose of in- existentialists, whose morality,
pothesis of the higher hypothesis" dividual human existence, truly such as it may be, is premised on
which absolutely distinguishes known, is to become an efficient the axiomatics of hedonistic indi-
him from all the lower beasts. A instrument of God. This is accom- vidual perceptions of "self-inter-
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est," of"pleasure and pain." Such tion to providing leading ideas for time, as were also Isocrates, Aris- I
persons are unfit to vote, although the perfection of the practice of totle's teacher, and paid Persian-
m a constitutional republic we existing, developing societies, the agent Demosthenes.
may extend the franchise even to Platonic networks must take simi- Over the thousands of years
such morally and intellectually in- lar intellectual leadership in com- between then and now, the enemy
ferior individuals. The second bating the forces of bestiality. It is of humanity has remained the
level is represented by people who this latter problem which obliges same. It is the continuation of the
accept the lawfulness of the order- the network of Neoplatonics to Delphi and Isis cults under, most
ing of the universe, but who, at apply their special potentialities to frequently, the tradition of Aris-
the same time, let this lawfulness the work of antibestialist counter- totle.
serve as a kind of "bad con- intelligence. The significance oftheBritish
science" constraining the ways in All such coherently defined oligarchy, as primus inter pares of
which they pursue what are other- various activities were character- the enemies of humanity today, is
wise akin to hedonistic goals. The istic of Plato's Academy: science, that its leading elements, the Ox-
third and highest level is the phi- poetry, music, politics, and politi- bridge cultists who dominate Brit-
losophers, who live their lives as cal-intelligence operations were ish intelligence as such, are out-
the instruments of natural law. the exemplary, leading activities and-out conscious Aristotelians in
The idea of the constitutional re- of that Academy. It was a body Of the sense of the consciously anti-
public is premised on the rule of internationally deployed political republican enemies of the Acad-
society by an electorate of these and scientific activities, for which emy at Athens. The Aristotle So-
two higher strata of the popula- the Academy at Athens served as ciety, together with the various
tion--either by denying the fran- international headquarters, which Isis cults of leading British oli-
chise to the persons on the lowest essentially characterized Plato's garchical circles, is today the high-
level, or by ensuring that the per- Academy. It is the same for the est_rank of British secret intelli-
sons on the lower level are kept to ICLC today, as it was for Leibniz's gence, just as the Cult of Apollo at
a controllable minority of the and Franklin's networks, and for Delphi was the leading secret-in-
electorate as a whole, the United States secret intelli- telligence arm of organized evil in

For this second-best form of gence service under Marshall, La- Plato's day.
society, the constitutional state, fayette, and others during the
such as that best outlined to date early part of the nineteenth cen- 'But, That's Incredible to Us!'
by the Federalists in shaping our tury. This view of history, past and
own U.S. constitutional order, is In Plato's time, the immediate present, is inevitably more or less

required, enemy of humanity was the Cult "incredible" to the ordinary, mis-
However, in such a constitu- of Apollo at Delphi. This Cult of educated citizen, even many os-

tional republic, the persons on the Apollo was a branch of a more tensibly well-informed and influ-
third, highest level must function ancient and extensive adversary, ential personalities. That
in much the same way as in the which Christian tradition associ- incredibility is not a defect of the
perfected form of society. They ates with the name of"Satan" and ICLC, but rather the defect in the
must function as an association which the Revelation of St. John competence of the ordinary citi-
inside, outside, or both ofconsti- associates with the "Whore of Ba- zen which makes the ICLC im-
tutional government, to develop bylon." It is otherwisel tradition- portant and even indispensable to-
and circulate the ideas by which ally, the cult of Isis, Osiris, and day.
society ought to rule itself. Horus as syncretically reformed So, we of the ICLC are dedi-

An additional problem exists, by Peripatetics under Ptolemaic cared instruments of a higher put-
as it existed for Plato's Academy. rule, the same Peripatetics who pose, a purpose defined by natural
Unfortunately, the world is not administered the financial opera- law. Our essential work is the
composed of societies merely in tions of the Cult of Apollo development of scientific ideas,
various degrees of self-perfection, throughout the Mediterranean lit- and the propagation of those ideas
In addition to the problem of the total, and who created the cult of as both useful tools and weapons
imperfection of existing societies, Stoicism as a more or less secular- in the interest of the advancement
there is an active, organized force ized complement to the Apollo of humanity.
for bestiality, typified today by and Isis-Osiris-Horus cults. Aris- In this work, we are obliged
the bestialist factional forces cen- totle was the most notorious of the to employ our special competence

tered around the British oligarchy agents of Delphi during and im- in epistemological-historical
as its primus inter pares. In addi- mediately following Plato's life- counterintelligence practices to
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contribute a marginal, catalytic,
but irreplaceable and hopefully
decisive margin of needed ideas
and understanding, to enable the
principal, viable institutions of in-
fluence and government in the
world to defend the world against
the hideous enterprises now de-
ployed by forces centered around
the City of London and the British
oligarchy.

In the course of our work, we
have enjoyed a minimum of assist-
ance up to now, and no patronage
worth mentioning. Rather, our
enemies have been the only force
to give due recognition to the
importance of our activities. Our
enemy, the modern Aristotelians,
recognizes us for what we are: a
modern replication of his most
ancient and most feared adversary,
the Platonic Academy and its
Neoplatonic successors developed
within the orbit of the apostolic
Christian Church.

For most ordinary citizens,
our work will be recognized not
for its essential qualities, but be-
cause of the obvious merits of

those practical conceptions and
measures which flow from the

fruitfulness of our essential activ- Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chairmanof the EuropeanLaborParty (right),
ity. It is for our predicates, not our led the panel on European Strategic Perspectivesgiven by membersof
essence, that we have enjoyed the ICLC's EuropeanExecutive Committee, challengingICLC mere-
growing influence and some bersto becomenation-buildersin the internationalhumanist traditionof
honor among ordinary citizens Nicholas of Cusa, Leibniz, and FriedrichSchiller. With her is EEC
and some influentials, memberHans Bandmann.

That need not frustrate us.
That is as it must be in a state of

mankind suited only. to the sec-
ond-best form of society, als Plato identifies as the "philos- happen, as now, that only the

True, we represent an elite, opher kings." These latter are not assumption of a position of power
Although the term "elite" has ac- kings with the added attributes of such as that of President of the

' quired some pejorative connota- philosophers, but philosophers United States by a philosopher-
tions in ordinary usage, we must whose kingship lies in the realm of king is necessary for the survival

i not allow that misguided, wide- those ideas by which society ought of humanity. In general, it were
spread opinion to deter us from to rule itself. They are not rulers, better that the Presidents of the
calling ourselves by our right but the shepherds of humanity, United States were all philoso-
names. We are in fact an elite in those who live to lead each gen- pher-kings; in practice, a lesser
the Platonic-Neoplatonic tradi- eration of humanity to safety, and quality of person has appeared to
tion, an elite whose activity sub- at the same time to lead humanity be adequate to the position in most
sumes the particular objective of another degree higher, away from times past. In practice, such corn-
producing out of those matured in the pitiful state ofsheeplikeness, promises are not tolerable at this
our sort of activities the individu- In a time of grave crisis it may specific juncture in human history.
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THE 1979

STATUTES
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS
OF LABOR COMMITTEES

"The Detroit Resolution '

1.0 breakthrough to economic science the sixteenth-century French and
THE ORGANIZATION contributed by the initiator of the English "politique" or "Com-

ON PRINCIPLE ICLC, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. monwealth" factions. During the
All of the ICLC's judgments seventeenth century, in France,

of importance on any facet ofhu- this current was associated with
man knowledge or practice are Cardinal Richelieu, Mazarin, Pere

1.1 Described governed by the principle of co- Joseph du Tremblay, and Jean-
The International Caucus ofLabor herence with both that form of the Baptiste Colbert; in England,
Committees (ICLC) has devel- Platonic principle, and to the on- with that same English, republican
oped into an association whose tologicalimplicationsofthatprin- Commonwealth Party which es-
internal affairs, world outlook, ciple. This has shaped not only the tablished the important English
and characteristic activities in the development of the ICLC, but, colonies in North America; and,
world at large echo the fourth inclusively, has governed choice more generally, with the interna-
century B.C. Platonic Academy at of entry into each of an expanding tional network of Neoplatonic re-
Athens. variety of predicated activities, publicans centered around Col-

bert and Gottfried Wilhelm
1.2 Characteristics 1.3 Situated Leibniz.
The invariant, e_cient principle The ICLC is the most recent in a Out of the international net-
which governed the development long series of such Platonic Acad- works of scientific and political
of the ICLC from its beginning emy-like associations, a series sit- activists associated with Colbert
during 1966 is in fact Plato's no- uated chiefly within the influence and Leibniz there emerged the or-
tion of the "hypothesis of the of Neoplatonic Christianity, but ganized, transatlantic force which
higher hypothesis." This was the also cohering with Neoplatonic developed and led the American
governing principle of the organ- Judaism and Islam. More nar- Revolution and the establishment
ization from the outset, not origi- rowly, the ICLC continues the of the United States of America as
nally as Plato's formulation per se, current associated with the spokes- a federal constitutional republic.
but in the embedding of Bernhard manship of Dante Alighieri, and This association continued under
Riemann's principle of hypothesis highlighted by such later figures the leadership of such notable fig-
as the characteristic feature of the as Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, and ures as the Marquis de Lafayette
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into the middle of the nineteenth man is both a hedonist engaged in 1.5 The Principle Summarized
century, its last great achievement attempted ascent to "Earthly Par- These three, immediately preced-
being the defeat of a British con- adise," and also a moral person, a ing summaries identify descrip-
spiracy to destroy the United type of person who shapes his or tively the conscience of the ICLC
States, by the forces led by Presi- her pursuit of the goals of"Earthly respecting its own existence and
dent Abraham Lincoln. Paradise" according to rationality activities. That conscience is the

Since the 1879 Specie Re- and morality of a higher order, efficient principle of the ICLC.
sumption Act of the United States, insofar as his or her conscience is
and most emphatically during the efficiently informed to that effect.
present century, the continuity of The second level, which Dante 2.0
such Neoplatonic republican as- elaborates under the topic of THE AMERICAN
sociations was broken. Associa- "Purgatory," is more or less iden- SYSTEM
tions exist today which are fruits tical with the paradoxical condi-
of the work of the earlier Neopla- tion of Kantian man, the man of
tonic networks, but a Neoplatonic Kant's Critique of PracticalReason 2.1 American System Defined
association conscious of its own most emphatically. On the third Politically, the ICLC is a catalytic
nature and existence as such did level, "Paradise," the individual instrument working for the de-
not exist prior to the recent years' transcends hedonism by defining fense and perfection of what was
development of the ICLC as the the individual life as properly en- formerly described as "The Amer-
kernel of a new formation to res- tirely an instrument of a higher ican System." During the first half
urrectthat continuity, purpose, a person self-governed of the last century, the name

by efficient development of "American System" was more
1.4 Distinguished from Other knowledge according to the hy- generally understood to imply the

Kinds of Associations pothesis of the higher hypothesis, absolute opposition between the
The conceptions which define the Since the possible number of philosophies of republican gov-
special characteristics of Neopla- persons on the third level is rela- ernment, anti-Roman law, and
tonic-Academy associations such tively tiny under the current gen- political economy of the majority
as the ICLC are most efficiently eral condition of human cultural of the United States' founding
formulated for modern times by development, the efficient exist- fathers, on the one side, and the
the principal writings of Dante ence of republics demands that the British System of philosophy, law
Alighieri. Special emphasis is large-scale republican institutions, and political economy from which
given to the Commedia, but also to chiefly composed of citizens of the the United States had fought to
the De Monarchia and the treatise second level of personal develop- free itself in the American Revo-
on the eloquence of the common ment, be adequately informed in lution and ensuing struggles to
language of Italy. The intensive their conscience by smaller instru- establish and consolidate a federal
elaboration of the subsumed de- ments which serve and reflect the constitutional republic. This was
grees of development within and third, highest level of morality the standpoint of the continuing
among each of three general con- and knowledge. This defines the international association centered
ditions of morality and knowledge continuing need for Neoplatonic- around the leading figure of the
in the Commedia is an efficient ref- Academy associations. Such asso- Marquis de Lafayette, as well as
erence-point for elucidating the ciations, relatively tiny in numbers the principle upon which both the
special characteristics and function of members, appear to function as industrial revolutions in Germany
of an association such as the ICLC. catalytic agencies which mediate and in Meiji Restoration Japan

Mankind is stratihed morally the development and communi- were premised. The incurable ad-
among three levels. On the lowest cation of indispensable ideas into versary relationship between the
level, which Dante associates with the more populous republican in- American System and the British
the "Inferno," man is the immo- stitutions. System, then and now, is key to
ral, hedonistic beast of modern The history of Western civi- an adequate understanding of the
British liberalism (Bacon, lization from Plato's time to the issues involved.
Hobbes, Locke, Montesquieu, present proves that without such
Rousseau, Hume, Bentham, Mill, special, catalytic associations the 2.2 Principal Elements of
William James, John Dewey, the very existence of civilization American System
modern existentialists, et al.). On would probably not continue be- In summary the American System
the second, relatively higher level, yond the onset of major crises, has the following principal facets.
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A. It defends the principle of This illustrated the fact that no ette, Friedrich List, during the
the sovereign nation-state against durable republican order could be 1820s, a point at which List con-
such evil doctrines as "One premised on the Latin language, solidated the American elabora-
Worldism," "World Federalism, The last vestige of the Roman tion of the "American System"
and "limited sovereignty." Empire had to be uprooted if man- with the scientific advances con-

The enduring significance of kind were to survive, tributed by the circle of Lazare
Dante's treatise on potentialities of To develop a republican or- Carnot.
the Italian common language is der, there must be a mass-based j The most rudimentary ap-
located in this connection, republican electorate. This re- proach to defining the meaning of

From Charlemagne and A1- quired nations based on the lan- political economy is identified by
cuin into the later decades of the guage shared among the majority posing the question: "How is it
thirteenth century, the Neopla- of the people. Unfortunately, the possible to increase the average
tonic leading forces of Europe had common languages were an igno- rate of profit and real wages at the
attempted to develop a republican rant speech, of the proverbial mix- same time?" The point so illus-
order in the form of what might ture of grunts and a 500-word trated was identified as the funda-
appear in retrospect today as a vocabulary. The language of the mental subject and principle of
supranational order, such as the people must be educated and the political economy by Leibniz's
Holy Roman Empire. The con- people educated to use this edu- work founding the science of po-
ception was, more exactly, to es- cated, transformed quality of their litical economy.
tablish a republican secular order own speech. The British and Marxian ac-
in Christendom, a policy premised This understanding and ap- counts of the origins and leading
on the Neoplatonic principles of proach laid the basis for the devel- thinkers of political economy are
Apostolic Christianity. It ap- opmentofthemodernnation-state simply frauds.
peared, and not for unsound rea- during the fifteenth and sixteenth The simultaneous increase of
sons of argument, that a Catholic centuries. The work of Cardinal both" the rate of profit and of
Apostolic Church and a Catholic Nicholas of Cusa and the political- wages is accomplished solely by
republican secular order were in economic and associated influence such degrees of increase in the
such essential mutual agreement of Plethon during the same first realized productive powers of la-
that a one-for-one correspondence six decades of the fifteenth century bor as permit this result. The de-
ought to be possible between the are the core of the policy formu- velopment and realization of the
two. lations which established the mod- productive powers of labor

Repeatedly, the efforts to de- ern nation-state, springs most fundamentally and
velop a Holy Roman Empire on B. The development of the indispensably from fundamental
th%basis of such a policy appeared nation-state was inseparable from advances in scientific knowledge
to be on the verge of success. The the notion of national economy or and subsumed engineering of im-
accomplishments of the early ren- political economy. What is prop- provements in technology. This
aissance initiated by Charlemagne erly meant by political economy source of increased wealth is real-
and Alcuin were great in each in modern times is defined by trac- ized through two, overlapping
fresh insurgency following recur- ing a line of development on this channels. On the one side, there
ring setbacks at the hands of evil, topic from Plethon through Leib- must be compulsory public edu-
opposing forces. The growth of niz's work on that topic. That is cation and associated features of
the prosperous population of the general basis for the credit, cultural life of the population as a
France into the early thirteenth banking and economic policies whole. This transmits the benefits
century exemplifies this. Yet, that summarized by Treasury Secre- of scientific and related progress
great accomplishment was nearly tary Alexander Hamilton during into the form of improved poten-
destroyed with the defeat of the the first administration of U.S. tialities of the minds of the citi-
Hohenstaufen House and its allies President George Washington. zens. That potential must be real-
during the middle of that century. Hamilton's statement of the policy ized by increasing the amount of
Key to this was the destruction of was advanced further under the energy available to the average
civilization by masses of lunatic, orbit of the Ecole Polytechnique citizen, by improved productive
superstitious, ignorant peasants of Gaspard Monge and Ua_,are capital. So, the productive powers
and vagabonds in movements Carnot, most conspicuously by the of labor are increased; so, the cen-

which resemble the Jacobin mobs work of Chaptal, Dupin and Fer- tral problem of political economy
of the French Terror and the evil rier. This was consolidated by a is solved.
lunacies afoot in Iran today, prot_g_ and collaborator of Lafay- C. This ordering of the na-
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tion-state and its political econ- Val6ry Giscard d'Estaing and the international illegal drug
omy do not make the nation-state West German Chancellor Helmut traffic, and which also have an
and political economy ends in and Schmidt during July 1978, the ini- institutional stranglehold, through
of themselves. They are rather the tiation of the presently established the so-called oil multinationals of
proven indispensable means to a European Monetary System and the London cartel, on the key
more fundamental end. That end its so-called second phase, the in- margin of the entire world's pe-
is the development and realization stitution of the European Mone- troleum supplies.
of the creative-mental potentiali- tary Fund. Through the issuance It is the struggle between the
ties of the citizens, the enhance- of nominally priced, ECU-de- Paris-Bonn initiatives toward a
ment and celebration of those nominated, gold-reserve-based, new, gold-based monetary sys-
qualities of the human soul which long-term bonds for purchase of tem, on the one side, and the
distinguish man from those lower hundreds of billions of surplus dol- London drug-pusher supporters of
beasts we rightly slaughter for lars from central banks, major pri- the IMF and World Bank, on the
food. Without such a political- vate banks, and other large hold- other, which is determining the
economic ordering of the nation- ers, and by coordinate measures to future of humanity. If the former
state around a policy of funda- reorganize the debts of relatively prevails, civilization will prevail
mental scientific progress, man less developed nations, it is within and advance. If the former is de-
tends not only to be degraded into the practical reach of nations to feated by or capitulates to London,
a condition morally resembling establish a new, gold-based mon- humanity is doomed to participate
that of lower beasts, but a citizenry etary system to replace that Inter- in the destruction of civilization as
so degraded will behave as an national Monetary Fund and ad- we have known it.
obscene parody of mere beasts to- junct World Bank which are All other issues, all other
ward one another, today the principal instruments struggles in the world are entirely

acting to force humanity into a secondary or of even much lesser
mass-genocidal era of famine, ep- importance, except as those are
idemic, and social chaos, or per- efficiently in aid of realizing the

3.0 haps even general thermonuclear Paris-Bonn potential or, con-
THE PRESENT war. versely, weakening the power of

WORLD CRISIS At the same time, the initia- the London-centered forces.
tives so identified from Paris and It is probable that the outcome
Bonn are directly opposed and of that conflict will be decided by

At the close of the year 1979, the counterposed by the policies of the the results of the New Hampshire
world wobbles like a Humpty- forces centered in the City of Lon- Democratic Party presidential pri-
Dumpty on a ledge, threatened don and represented by the mary. If candidate Lyndon H.
with falling into the abyss of a avowed enemies of the American LaRouche, Jr. wins that primary
new Dark Age. This doom is not System of the sort met in the New or comes out with a very substan-
necessary. The establishment of a York Council on Foreign Rela- tial lesser vote than proves neces-
new world economic order on the tions. These de facto enemies of all sary to win, that development
basis of the principles of the Amer- humanity have shamelessly builds momentum for a resurgence
ican System would enable us to avowed to destroy the sovereign of the European Monetary Sys-
bring order and rising prosperity nation-state as an institution, and tern-centered thrust toward build-
into most of the world. Unfortu- admit freely that their genocidal ing a new world monetary order.
nately, the present administration "IMF conditionalities" and Unfortunately, so far, all the prin-
of the United States is under the World Bank "appropriate tech- cipal contenders of both the Re-
alien influence and virtual control nologies" policies mean a shrink- publican and Democratic parties
of the City of London and the ing of the world's population by except LaRouche are dedicated to
treasonous modern Tories, the as much as half or even more policies which lead quickly into a
self-styled "anglophiles," typified during the course of the next two new Dark Age for humanity. In
by the New York Council on decades ahead. These enemies of that sense, the moral fitness of
Foreign Relations. civilization represent the financial humanity as a whole to survive

The only practical means for interests, centered in London, depends upon the ratio of U.S.
preventing the threatened new Hong Kong, Singapore, the Brit- citizens who manifest the ability
Dark Age from emerging more or ish West Indies, and elsewhere, to rise out of sheep-like habits of
less immediately is the initiative which control the world's largest preceding elections to support the

I launched by France's President single source of monetary wealth, candidacy of LaRouche. Unless
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the LaRouche campaign achieves front us directly and personally. The importance we attach to
such results by February, it would We have only that catalytic-like ourselves is permeated with a cer-
be probable that these United power of ideas, the potential for tain kind of humility. Not only do
States would not long survive as tilting the world away from dis- we situate our ephemeral mortal
the constitutional federal republic aster by informing the conscience lives as the instruments of our
the nation was created to be. of a sufficient combination of in- higher purpose in existence, but
Then, thermonuclear war would stitutions to represent real mate- we are painfully sensible of the
become probable, and, at the very rial-political power adequate in awesome inadequacy of the per-
best, the plunge of most of human- force to turn the course of history sonal development we bring to so
ity into a genocidal new Dark Age away from this looming disaster world-historical a task as this be-
worse than that of early four- before us. fore us. We have been chosen for
teenth-century Europe would be The mere individual in us cries this responsibility of ours not as an
almost certain, out: "Take this cup from my lips! award made to us because of our

By this standard, what an I can not bear such a responsibil- great accomplishments. We are
abysmal lack of courage has been ity! Let me find a place to hide in not, in fact, truly qualified in our
shown by the otherwise good safety, away from this general dis- development for the kind of task
government of our immediate aster for which I have no respon- now confronting us. This task falls
neighbor Mexico. What moral in- sibility and deserve no penalties." upon us not because of the great-
adequacy prevails among circles So, the duty which confronts us ness of our achievements, but be-
on which the Giscard and Schmidt bestirs within most of each of us a cause, despite our lack of achieve-

governments base themselves, protest against the injustice of ments, there is no other agency
Only as we and our collaborators placing such a responsibility upon but our own presently existing to
enrich the conscience of such via- our shoulders, assume the special, crucial respon-

ble governments and other rele- The burden can not be en- sibility now incumbent upon us.
vant institutions of the world is dured unless we rise above the This sort of humility is not a

there an evident basis for presum- hedonistic sense of our ephemeral, propitiatory self-effacing of our-
ing that humanity will escape an mortal individual lives. We can selves before our fellow-citizens.

' immediate plunge into a new not function unless we so situate It is a hubristic humility which, by
Dark Age. ourselves that we make our mortal recognizing what we have failed

lives the available instrument of to achieve, arms our conscience

our duty, as a soldier does in corn- with a perception of the potential
4.0 bat. Humanity must be saved from to quickly overcome some of the

THE ICLC's ROLE the looming evil of London and its indicated deficiency, to develop
IN THIS CRISIS accomplices. We can not tolerate ourselves quickly into a more po-

or compromise with the destruc- tent instrument for the work in-
tion of civilization, with the ne- cumbent upon us.

To be an instrument of the higher gation of the lives of those who
reason on behalf of humanity have contributed to building civi-
means precisely to take upon one's lization--and making our own
own efficient conscience personal personal existence possible with In the next issue of

responsibility for the condition of the nullification of the very exist- _i_,__l_l__m"_'_°_ll_all of humanity, ence of those future, civilized gen-
Viewing the present crisis as erations, those billions who will in

we have described the situation fact be murdered before they are
with our limited forces, we have born, all at one stroke, if the "IMF Dante's Commedia
the responsibility of tilting the conditionalities" and World Bank
outcome of this crisis falling upon "appropriate technologies" proj- and the
us. Yet, we are numerically tiny in ects prevail. Poetry of Sciencenumbers, and command directly It is the self-confrontation
no large material forces, nor have with that reality which defines the by Muriel Mirak
any higher, powerful "sponsor" world-outlook of a person who

to which we can turn to escape the represents the characteristic poten- Subscribenow.
full weight of the responsibility tial the ICLC has been developed
which we have discovered to con- to become today.
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NEWS

Antidruo where, under the sponsorship of flank in the fight againnt drugs.
the Danish royal family, some Colombia, currently one of the

Groups Form hundred "freaks" live in a Jones- biggest suppliers of marijuana totown-style medieval village de- the United States, is under pres-

lnttioHalh, voted to drug-taking and other sure from the International Mon-
.JLJ_IV IV_ _ forms of bestiality, etary Fund and other suprana-

J[irgen Spahn, a leader of the tional agencies to legalize
Following the establishment of a German antidrug group who is cultivation of the drug. Leaders of
National Anti-Drug Coalition in touring the United States this the Colombian coalition say that
the United States last year, orga- month, stresses that all of these an industrial development pro-
nizations to combat the drug national coalitions will depend for gram for their country will de-
plaguehave been formed in coun- their success on the closest possible pend on eradicating the parasitical
tries across Western Europe, and international cooperation. He is drug trade. They point to the IMF
in Latin America as well. now working to get a newsletter policy as clear evidence that main-

In Italy the Coalizione Anti- started that will report on the taining Third World nations as
Droga, formed by members of the campaigns and activities of the backward raw materials suppliers
country's ruling Christian De- antidrug coalitions worldwide, and destroying the advanced na-
mocracy and of the European La- and coordinate activities, tions' younger generations are
bor Party, has made its first task a The formation of a National both integral to the feudalist goals
campaign against Italian National Anti-Drug Coalition in Colombia of the top echelons of the dope
Health Minister Altissimo. The in early December opened another trade.
minister (whose name means
"very high") endorses the legali-
zation of heroin, and the Coali-
zione, stressing the links between New Hampshire:
the drug trade and the terrorism 75% Want Lawsthat is wracking Italy, is agitating ,,us,er uru8
against both legalization legisla-
tion and Altissimo's further tenure Seventy-five percent of New Even among the small number
in office. Hampshire's registered Democrats of supporters for the candidacy of

In West Germany, a founding and independents favor strength- California Governor Jerry
meeting of an antidrug coalition is ening laws against illegal drugs, Brown, whose chief political in-
planned for January 26 in Frank- according to a poll conducted roads have been among drug-cul-
furt. Preparatory meetings in early in January. Since the state's ture rock stars, more than 50 per-
Frankfurt, Cologne, Hamburg, February 26 primary is one of the cent favored stronger laws.
and Munich in recent months each most important early tests of Of voters responding to the
drew audiences of 200 for lively America's presidential preference, question, "Do you think that the
discussion of an international strat- observers believe this strong op- laws concerning illegal drug use
egy to fight the oligarchic forces position to drugs will play a major should be strengthened, left the
that are responsible for pushing role in destroying the candidacy same, or relaxed?" 13 percent fa-
drugs, of Ted Kennedy, who has de- vored maintaining present laws,

Plans are also underway for dared himself in favor of drug while only 10 percent favored less
formation of a similar coalition in decriminalization, severe laws or decriminalization.

Scandinavia; a meeting on the is- The poll, an early sampling of Only 9 percent of the sample of-
sue in Malm8, Sweden, attended presidential preferences and voter fered no response. The pollsters
by about 50 people, was favorably stands on major issues, found that believe that had more conserva-
covered by the local newspaper even those now expecting to vote tive New Hampshire Republicans
Skonska Dagbladet. An immediate for the senator from Chappaquid- been included in the survey the
target of Scandinavian antidrug dick lopsidedly supported result would have been over-
activists will be the "Christiana" stronger drug laws, running only whelmingly against drug permis-
drug resort in Copenhagen, a few percent behind the average, siveness.
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tive--including a few unsuitable

This time. 'lgbere DM even for their outspoken bumper• • stickers--among their customers.
Ken Mandel, president of

elect a You Get that Campaigner Sticker, relates that

president Bumper Sticker?' the ompany'snrstventurewassuggested a year ago by a service-
man from Boston who pointed

Most readers of this magazine have out that "More People Have Died
probably seen several samples of a in Ted Kennedy's Car than in
new offensive weapon that is fast Nuclear Power Plants." The
gaining popularity among the na- sticker bearing that slogan proved
tion's nonliberal majority. This to be fabulously successful, and
small, sharply pointed object, generate a product line that now
which has already been wielded includes at least a dozen stickers,
by thousands of private citizens to buttons, and similar items.
rock the Carter administration, is During the '79 "Gas Crisis"
known as "the Campaigner hoax, Campaigner Sticker chan-
Bumper Sticker." neled public anger into a well-

By now, the stickers have directed political campaign
thrown millions of Americans into through the simple slogan: "Out
convulsive laughter, nervous gig- of Gas My Ass--Fire
gles, or sheepish grins--depending Schlesinger!" In less than two
on their political persuasion--by months, not only Schlesinger but
targeting America's environmen- two other cabinet members got

LYNDON H. LaROUCHE talists, nuclear power opponents, the boot, as Carter sought to shore
Democrat for President and their favorite presidential can- up his plummeting credibility.

didates for well-deserved ridicule. Observers reported at that time
Among top sellers are the now that a major cause for Schlesinger's

famous "Warning: I Don't Brake ouster was the sea of stickers visi-
for Liberals , "What Spreads ble at every gas line.
Faster than Radiation? Jane Persons who wish to add this
Fonda"; "IfMaryJo were in Har- weapon to their arsenal may order
risburg, She'd Be Alive Today"; from Campaigner Sticker, 52
and "Chappaquiddick 1, Harris- North Arlington Avenue, East
burg 0." Newest in the line is Orange, NJ. 07017.
"Don'tLetJane Fonda Pull Down The stickers have attracted
Your Plants." comment from notables through-

The precursors of the stickers out the country. One board chair-
CITIZENS were the work of organizers for man of a major utility company

FOR LAROUCHE Lyndon LaRouche's U.S. Labor uses his stickers to perk up his
Party. During the spring-summer business meetings and rally his em-

Citizens for LaRouche 1979 "Gas Crisis," it became ap- ployees against the no-energy en-
Manchester, N.H.: 967 Ehn St., parent that the audience for the vironmentalists. In public life, Re-
Suite 403, NH 03101;(603) 668-5207
New York, N.Y.: P.O. Box 976, brief but devastatingly effective publican senator Barry Goldwater
Radio City Station, NY 10019; political messages demanded cen- likes to quote the Kennedy stick-
(212)977-3113 tralized production and distribu- ers, while John Connally, whoseDetroit, Mich.: P.O. Box 1606,
MI 48231; (313)964-2550 tion. Campaigner Sticker, Inc. staff has ordered the stickers, has
Los Angeles, Calif.: (213) 383-2912 was born. talked about them on national tel-

Today, Campaigner Sticker evision. Among Democrats, cam-
customers have become an exten- paign workers for Lyndon La-

Aulhlllizt'd I1_ (:ilizt'n_ t.i [,aR¢_ulht, l'rli_c

.,..._,,,,_,,.,,_,,,,.,,_,,,,,v,,_,,.,,,_,,,,,......,_J,, sive informal political network. Rouche sport the stickers on
and ;i\_dlabh" I_,l ]role ha_e Im]]l lh,' I','dt ia} I_h'_-

.,.,,:,,,,,,,,,_,,,,,._._,_,,_,,_,,,,,,.<: The distributors of the stickers lib- posters, in offices, and at public
erally sprinkle jokes and invec- events. '
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BOOKS

THE GNOSTIC
GOSPELS

by Elaine Pagels
Random House, 1979

$10.00 182 pagesT

The Gnostic Fad
If books could be burned at the movie ever made, was intention-

stake, among the first tomes to go ally an obscene gnostic parody of
up in flames ought to be Elaine the Christ story, even opening in
Pagels's The Gnostic Gospels. New York on Christmas Day.

This is an insidious little vol- It is time to set the record

ume. Intellectually, it is a blatant straight. The recent rise in popu-
fraud, although one does not larity of the cult of gnosticism is
know whether Ms. Pagels is even the result of a deliberate policy of
aware of the gross negligence in the European black nobility and
what she presents as scholarship, the Anglo-Jesuit oligarchy to re-
In presenting the overtly devil- vive it. It is the ancient enemy of
worshipping death cult of gnosti- the common humanist heritage of
cism as a suppressed sort of"alter- Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.
nate" Christianity, the authoress On behalf of those interests, Ms.
conveys such a distorted and Pagels, like an evil sorceress, is
downright lying history of the attempting to conjure up again the
Church as to be laughable among ghost of the enemy of all human-
serious students of religion and ity: the cult of Isis.
philosophy. But the importance of In this context, one of the
her booklet lies not in its content most odious features of Pagel's'
so much as in the fact that its book should be pointed out. Her
publication has occasioned a series method, as a radical feminist, is to
of laudatory reviews. In fact, one view the history of early Christi-
might go so far as to say that, with anity from a quasi-Marxist "New
the support of the London Times Left" point of view, and the book
and the New York Times, Ms. Pa- seeks to explain the crucial episte-
gels's pagan diatribe might be- mological content of Christian
come something of a causecel_bre, doctrine by way of shallow "so-

Among professional lcono- cial history." Viewed this way,
clasts--the liberal sort who cham- the fathers of the Church are trans-

pion Ralph Nader, windfall-prof- formed from patriarchs and teach-
its taxes, vitamins, marijuana, Zen" ers into authoritarian male chau-
Buddhism, and radical feminism-- vinists, who used "orthodoxy" to
the cult of gnosticism is fast be- suppress the alleged happy diver-
coming the latest fad. Various sity of Christian sects.
novelettes are appearing with
gnostic themes. Kooks who for- Religion or Cult
merly followed flying saucers and To understand the pervasive fal-
the occult are now being drawn lacy--and, in terms of scholarship,
into gnosticism. Warner Corn- plain lying--ofPagels's book, it is
munications' Superman film, re- necessary to point out the essential
portedly the most expensive difference between religion and
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BOOKS
cult. Pagels, as will become clear, gions. The principle that was up-
wilfully misrepresents history to held by the early Christians and

THE GNOSTIC blur this distinction, by Philo Judaeus is that religion is
GOSPELS In the minds of most Ameri- that force which brings to the

cans, there is no difficulty in distin- uncultured masses the notion that
guishing a religion from a cult. within them is inherent the crea-
One does not need to be a histo- tive power to achieve deliberate
rian of religion to detect the stink- mastery over the lawful develop-
ing odor emanating from the likes ment of the universe. To a truly
of the Rev. Jim Jones's Peoples religious man, as opposed to a cult
Temple, Rev. Sun Myung Moon's follower, the visible universe is
blank-eyed devotees, or Ayatollah ordered according to lawfully de-
Khomeini's Muslim Brotherhood termined principles--absolutes--
zombies. More basically, the or- which are capable of being discov-
ganized insanity that is known as ered and utilized, and even trans-
religious fundamentalism, as evi- formed, by man. The universe, to a !
denced in the American South or religious man, is constantly i
in inner cities, among blacks, undergoing change and self-de-

I

Spanish-Americans, or poor velopment in anever-ending pro-
whites, is generally recognized for cess of perfection. It is this which
what it is: cultism, is "God's work," and to which

Even more subtly, phenom- man is morally obliged to contrib-
ena such as the movement of born- "utehis own life's work.

again Christians, including those The classical representation of
in the family of President Jimmy this worldview is Plato's Timaeus,
Carter, qualify as cult-influenced, which is effectively the source of
In the Roman Catholic Church, all later "Neoplatonic" religion.
the growing influence of Mariol- Among Philo and the early Chris-
otry (worship of the Virgin Mary tians, who knew Plato's work, the
as a demi-god) or the evil Aristo- faculty of mankind which allows
telian heresy of the Society of him to master such universal de-
Jesus, with its Thomistic formal velopment is Reason (logos).
"proofs" of God's existence, also Cultists deny that entirely.
represent cultist movements. What defines a cult is an insistence

While the reader might not that man's reason is incapable of
have difficulty in telling the differ- such power because the universe is
ence between a religious man and essentially unordered,arbitrary. Fate,
a cult follower, he might in fact be destiny, and submission to the ca-
unable to explain the principle prices of an unmerciful god are the
that allows him to make that dis- hallmarks of cultism.

tinction. What is the common The epistemological basis of
principle that unites Christianity, gnosticism leaves no doubt that it
Judaism, and Islam and defines can only be considered a cult, not
them as religions? a religion. The gnostics derived

Briefly, it is this. The Christi- from the ancient Oriental belief in
anity of Jesus, St. Paul, and the a dualistic universe, ruled not by a
Apostles, as well as the later St. universal Creator God but by twin
Augustine; the Neoplatonic Juda- forces, equally powerful, of Good
ism of Rabbi Philo Judaeus of A1- and Evil. In Persia this was called
exandria; and the Islam of the Zoroastrianism, and later it be-

Prophet Muhammad all emerged came known as the Manichean I
as polemics against organized evil, heresy against which St. Augus- !
represented as Satan, in the form tine polemicized. ._
of existent cults and mystery reli- To such a worldview progress '
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is impossible, since the God of Evil ally victorious--opponent, to the
can always succeed in destroying death, of the cults.

THE GNOSTIC what is built. Whereas the Chris- At the time of the Roman

GOSPELS tians defined evil not as an active Empire, the federation of Oriental
force but as the absenceof good, the cults was hegemonic. The popu-
gnostics often viewed evil itself as lation, reduced to bestial rituals,
an active and even positive force, participated en masse in ceremo-
In the gnostic version of the story nies of self-castration, copulation
of the Garden of Eden, cited by with animals, sacrificial castration
Pagels, the protagonist, believe it of bulls, and the use of hallucino-
or not, is the serpent, who strug- genic drugs. It was not unusual for
gles against a vainglorious God 50,000 people to gather in Rome--
who seeks to protect, jealously, or a hundred other cities--to
the "tree of knowledge" (knowl- watch festivals in which prisoners,
edge = gnosis). Again, whereas including Christians, were tor-
the Christians viewed the "spirit" tured to death or fed to animals.
and the "flesh" as two united as- In the most common ritual of

pects of the human nature, which the Isis cult and its sisters, called
was inextricably linked with the the taurobolium, the priest would
divine nature m the God-Man enter a pit covered by an iron
Christ, the gnostics viewed the grating, upon which a bull would
flesh as evil. This implied, imme- be placed. As the cult-priest's assis-
diately, that gnostics would prefer tants first castrated and then
an ethereal, nonmaterial existence slaughtered the bull, the priest
(i.e., asceticism) over prosperity would bathe himself in its drip-
and material happiness--althoUgh ping blood. He would then

a Christian would view both as emerge to begin rites of initiationequally valid components of well- for new members of the cult. To
being, the beat of thumping music, stim-

ulated by drugs, the initiates
The Gnostics would chant the cult's litany in a
The basic thesis of Ms. Pagels's crescendo of frenzy, at the end of
gushy account of gnosticism is that which they would ceremonially
the gnostic cult is merely a variety castrate themselves in honor of the
of Christianity. That is the lie that, goddess.
more than any other flaw in the The opponents of such hide-
book, must be exorcised, ous behavior were the Christians.

The facts are these. Christian- The emperor and his secret
ity emerged at a time when the police did not rely only on mass
prevalent force in society was the executions and widespread perse-
Roman Empire. That Empire, cutions to destroy the early Chris-
perhaps the greatest concentration tians, although certainly that oc-
of organized evil in history, was curred, beginning with Nero's
sponsored and controlled by a fed- perverse massacres and continuing
eration of Eastern cults and mys- for three hundred years afterward.
tery religions, such asthe Egyptian Equally important, the evil cult
cult of the Isis-Osirus-Horus trin- priesthood attempted to subvert
ity. From the emperor and his and infiltrate the early Christian
priesthood on down, utter barba- movement. The agents ofsubver-
rism, decadence, and perversity sion from within were thegnostics.
were the norm. Within a half- According to early Church
century of the establishment of the literature, especially the powerful
Christian Idea, Christianity had EcclesiasticalHistory of Eusebius,
become a powerful--and eventu- the first such infiltrator was Simon
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Magus ("The Magician"), a Ba- I am androgynous. I am both

THE GNOSTIC bylonian priest who insinuated Mother and Father, since I
GOSPELS himself for a time into the ranks of copulate with myself . . .

Church followers in Samaris until and with those who love

he was expelled from the move- me.... I am Meirothea, the
ment by St. Peter. A few years glory of the mother.
later, in Rome, Peter and Philo

Judaeus worked together against Another gnostic text quoted
Simon Magus, who had fled to approvingly by Pagels asserts that:
Rome, where he worked to set up "heaven and earth have a shape
a Brand-X Christianity under the similar to the womb. And if any-
sponsorship of the emperor! one wants to investigate this, let

It was Simon, and a dozen him carefully examine the preg-
others like him, who founded the nant womb of any living creature,
gnostic movement. Virtually and he will discover an image of
every competent historian of the the heavens and the earth."
period now admits that the gnos- The above descriptions, it
tics were merely a variant of the should be understood, are not
cult-of-Isis network that infected mere abstract texts. Instead, they
certain Church networks. Euse- served as guidelines for the cult
bius, Augustine, and the early rites and frenzied orgies practiced
Church fathers were explicit on by the Isis-gnostics. Because of
this point, such hideous rituals, the Christians

Here, Pagels lies brazenly, themselves were often slandered
Noting that the world was by their enemies as "baby-eaters,"
"amazed" in 1945 when "an Arab drinkers of human blood, and so

peasant made an astonishing ar- forth--although this was, in fact,
cheological discovery" by dig- standard practice among the gnos-
ging up the texts of the "Gnostic tics, who were exempted from the
Gospels," Pagels claims with Romans' campaign of persecu-
mock surprise that such texts re- tion!
veal the existence of dissident Repulsive as this is, Pagels
Christians hitherto unknown, coos that such filth is merely rep-
And she asks: "Can we find any resentative of"unorthodox Chris-
actual historical reasons why these tianity."
gnostic writings were suppressed? Several times, especially in her
This raises a much larger historical conclusion, Pagels states that the
question: By what means, and for gnostic gospels have great rele-
what reasons, did certain ideas vance for reform in the current
come to be classified as heretical, Roman Catholic Church. "All the

and others as orthodox, by the old questions--the original ques-
beginning of the third century?" tions, debated at the beginning of

Only an idiot could honestly Christianity--are being reopened.
ask such a question. The gnostics How is one to understand the res-
were suppressed by the Christians urrection? What about women's
because they were evil! Doubters participation in priestly and epis-
need only sample a few of the copal office? Who was Christ, and
monstrous passages of the gnostics how does he relate to the be-
cited by Ms. Pagels herself, liever?"

In a chapter "God the Father/ Happily, those questions were
God the Mother," Pagels quotes a in fact resolved in blood--at the
"divine figure" from the Triple- start of the Christian era. The
Headed Primal Thought, a gnostic gnostics were the losers.
text: Robert Dreyfuss
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ALEXANDER
HAMILTON:

A Biography

Toward RevivingW. W. Norton 1979

the Hamiltonian Idea
Forrest McDonald's Alexander that task was, Hamilton conceived

Hamilton is a welcome step toward of it not as a goal, but as a vehicle
reeducating the American popu- for reaching a larger goal ....
lation on the indispensable contri- Like the enlightened despot
butions of the first secretary of the Charles Frederic of Baden, Ham-
treasury to building the world's ilton proposed to make his coun-
most powerful republic. Mc- trymen into 'free, opulent, and
Donald has broken the recent tide law-abiding citizens, whether
of slanderous and salacious psy- they liked it or not';... Hamilton
chosexual studies of Hamilton, set for himself'the task of making
and focused in on the crucial pol- the citizens in every regard more
icy issues and ideas that deter- well-behaved, healthier, wiser,
mined his direction and that of the richer, and more secure.' Specifi-
United States. cally, he proposed to use his ad-

McDonald demonstrates his ministration of the public finances
serious approach to ideas making as an instrument for forging the
history in forthright terms from American people into a prosper-
his preface on. Criticizing Hamil- ous, happy, and respected nation.
ton's other biographers for know- ... The greatest specific obstacle
ing nothing about economics, was interest: the oligarchs who
law, or finance either in general dominated the American republic
or in terms of the specific intellec- by the grace of the existing rules
tual milieu in which Hamilton had were of no mind to have those

immersed himself--McDonald rules changed."
describes his own attempt to get This view, backed up
into Hamilton's mind through in- throughout the book, rips apart
depth study of his readings and the view of Hamilton as the prag-
writings. This approach in itself is matic, pro-British agent of the
of critical importance, and allows American establishment. Mc-
McDonald to dispel ugly myths Donald correctly identifies Ham-
about Hamilton that have been ilton's entire financial structure as

sustained by his admirers and de- governed by the outlook of his
tractors alike. Report on Manufactures, which, as

McDonald's primary conten- "virtually a frontal attack on the
tion is that summarized at the be- agrarian ideal," defines the neces-
ginning of his chapter on Hamil- sity for government sponsorship
tonianism: of industry and invention from the

"Hamilton's assigned duty, standpoint of the necessity of de-
upon becoming minister of the velopment of human productive
nation's finances, would be to de- and creative powers. He correctly
vise a way of managing the Rev- locates Hamilton's fight with Jef-
olutionary War debts so as to ferson as defined by that Southern
place public credit upon firm gentleman's unshakeable commit-
foundations. Formidable though ment to maintaining oligarchical
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privilege, and the agrarian ideal, that McDonald finds himself seri-

ALEXANDER He details Hamilton's consistent ously hampered by epistemologi-
HAMILTON: fight against the speculators and cal weaknesses. To believe Mc-
A Biography landed wealth, a fight which he Donald, Hamilton's world

lost on the crucial issue of manu- outlook was a potpourri of, or
factures, even vacillation between, the

McDonald distinguishes him- pragmatic, empiricist ideas of
self as one of the handful of Amer- British intelligence agent David
ican historians other than those in Hume, and believers in the power ,
the National Caucus of Labor of reason such as Vattel. One can-
Committees who understand that not deny that Hamilton compro-
Hamilton did not simply copy the mised, but the consistent thread of

Briti,sh financial system: his philosophical approach can
'But the resemblance [to the only be correctly located on a

British system] was largely super- higher level--within an under-
ficial, for Hamilton founded the standing of the 2,500-year battle
institutions on different principles between the Platonic and Aristo-
and used them in different ways to telian traditions. The consistent
obtain different ends. The British "exceptions" which McDonald

....._,; system was designed solely as a finds in comparing Hamilton's
:. ".'.' means of raising money for pur- thought to Hume's and that of

poses of government; political, so- other empiricist British agents like
cial, and economic by-products of Montesquieu and Necker, among
the system, though profound, others--the belief in reason; the
were accidental. Hamilton's sys- belief in God; the necessity for an
tern was designed to employ fi- urban, productive culture to real-
nancial means to achieve political, ize man's creative potential; the
economic, and social ends; and understanding that he had to ere-
that made all the difference in the ate the laws and institutions of
world." society that would allow the

McDonald's readings in the masses ruled by passion to act in
law and philosophy of the eight- their own interest and that of so-
eenth century also allow him to ciety--precisely define the Pla-
quash certain myths about Hamil- tonic world outlook. The more
ton's debt to the British system of direct evidence was available to
law and economics. Hamilton McDonald, in the Federalistpapers,
used, but did not rest on the foun- especially, if he had looked be-
dations of, Hobbes and Black- yond Hamilton's specialized train-
stone, McDonald argues. In fact, ing and into the general philo-
the primary influence on him in sophical education of the period.
the legal area was Emmerich de In a way unequaled by any
Vattel, the popularizer of Leibniz. other biographer favorable to
McDonald gxves an inkling of Hamilton, McDonald senses his
how Vattel's tradition of natural greatness: "his true kin were the
law differs from the British empi- likes of . . . Beethoven." Thus
ricism of Blackstone and David McDonald succeeds in giving the

Hume, in particular, but not much reader the basis for appreciating
more than an inkling. Hamilton's role in building this

country. But the task of producing
Relocating new Hamiltons and restoring the
Hamilton's Tradition universal principles of his system
It is in his discussion of legal and has been left to others.
political philosophy, however, Nancy Spannaus
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